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"The whole of every science," says William Thomson, "can 
be ~ade the subject of teaching" ; and in speaking of the meth 
od by which the art of Logic is to be taught, he remarks: "It 
ems that all we can do is to lay down the principles Of 
se , . 
the science and leave each student to form for hlmself hls OWij. 
t to teach himself hOw to employ these principles in practice." 
ar We believe that _this is sound doctrine. Liberal arts like med-
icine law, and teaching, are, best taught implicitly or potentially, 
b t:aching the principles which are involved in these several 
Yts In fact medicine and law are so taught. The'medicinal ar . , 
chools do not teach an art, but rather its correlative science; 
snd ou't of this science each student is to evolve his own art ac-a , 
cording to the measure of his opportunities and of his versatilj ty 
and intelligence. 
, There is doubtless a lower plane of intelligence where the 
, rinciples '}f a science will lie inert; there is not mental force ~nd insight sufficient to recognize the cases that fall under a 
{f,enerallaw, or to apply a principle to the solution of specific 
problems. But then, the men ,:ho have such minds are. prede~­
tined to be arti'sans, and n')t amsts; they can not work WIth then 
brains and so must wor:k with their hands; whatever art they 
learn they must learn by imitation, by sheer practice. 
The art of teaching, may' be lear~ed empirically; doubtless it 
must be so learned by multitudes w,ho teach. But such teaching 
is ail industrial, not a libe;al, art; such teach~rs are artisans, 
ndt artists. The teacher by rule differs from him whose teach-
ing is il1spired and guided by ~he previsions ~f law, as widely as 
the \VOJ kmaJl who carries bri<;k and mortar dlffers from the ar-
chitect, 
, Th~ iligher professi<;mal instruction of teachers must assume 
that clearly conceived ideas liav,e a vitality which impels them to 
embody thems~lves ,in outward acts; . that such ideas are also 
laws, al;d ,that these' laws ",iH regulate o~r mo'des of ac{i~ity at 
toe ljame time that'they determi?e the enit ,.or purp?se of our,act". 
, ~ ') " 
We believe that a liberally educated man or woman, of a fair 
degree of intelligence, can be best taught the edu~ating art 'by 
being instructed in the science of education; and that when the 
science of teaching has been learned under' these circnmstances; 
the student will almost inevitably evolve out of it an art of teach-
ingr and into this art he will throw his own personality and thus 
make it an object of his own creation. When it becomes appa-
rent that teaching thus offers a field for the exercise of one's 
best intellectual gifts, it will attract men and women of genius 
and ,culture, w~o will see,in it the promise of a career.' 
In support of the general doctrine here advocated, we quote 
the following from an eminent French writer:t 
"In the genesis of tbe moral sense and in the history of its developments 
,the chief fault of the English school of philosophy is, in my opinion, in hav 
ing insisted too much upon t,he action of nature and of external conditions 
as m!lde manifest in us by ~ensation, by passive pleasure' or pain, and in not 
having sufficiently noticed the reaction of *e, intelligence and of ideas taking 
'place within; by means of which man succeeds in creating for himself a high. 
er ideal of ~onduct, a motive and a moving force superior to sensation. * * 
"Man does not act solely under the impulsion of pleasure; he acts also by 
his intelligence, and without having need' of any,other moving power. than 
inielligcnce, because the latter is already- a force and ,carries within itself its 
own incentive. There is no motive purely abstract and Inert like those which 
the ordinary psychology' supposes. Every motive is at the same time ~ mov 
ing force; every ide~ is a tend,ency, a~d, virtually, an action. * *' « 
There is no idea which does not produce a cerebral movement, and which 
does not tend to express itself in our 'membe~" in our external movements, 
in our conduct: Sometimes the representation of an object is so vivid as to 
impress upon our body a visible movement. * * *; sometimes 
it is opposed, weakened, thwarted ill its development, and then it produces 
only an insensible molecular movement. At bottom, the idea is only an action 
begun, thrown back upon itself by the obstacles which it meets in the other 
ideas which are tending, like itself, to express thelPselvel in act, and thus 
taking cognizance of self. * * * * * * 
"The time IS past for conceiving science and its verities as pure apstractlons " 
needing a foreign force for realizing them; in tbe end, they realize thtmselves 
according to the measure of their truth. A true idea is a fact, P!esent, PIIlt, 
or to come. Let us add that, lDvelsely, a fact is only a visible idea; for a 
fact is but the meeting point of a multit~de of laws which intersect each o~her, 
and laws can be traced back to ideaS. What is the movement of a projectile" 
through apace? It is mechanics realizing itself. What is the formation of, ~ , 
crystal in the bosom of the' ellrth? . It is but geometry made visiple to tb-e 
eyes. . Instead of manifesting themselves externally, science and its laws may 
manifest themselves within o~r ' intelligenqe and in our actions, but it ia al-
ways the same force ,which is disp,la, ed. When we act ~nd~r the domination 
of a geometrical, mechanical, or of a physi~ truth, we may say that it is 
geometry, mechanics, or physics which is realized tlirough our mediation. , 
Consider, for example, the survey~r who traverses 'a field in different direc-
tions. His legs and arms are moved', by . his ' brain; his brai!l is moved by 
geometrical'conceptions,-concep~ion, movement, science, practice. On seeing 
the surveyor at work, we m1y then say without metaphor, 'it is geometr-y that " 
walks.' When we thus act under the influence of purely scientific notions, 
the theorems and the laws I of. sctenc~_ do ~ut contin)le themse!ves in , our 
thoughts and our acts; it is, as it 'Y~~e, a mathematical or mC:f hanical current -
which traverses us, and, in 'traversing us, makes us move. ' Practice then is , 
only theory inaction; and if the tHeOry. is exact, the praCtice'will be: " 
"Thus, what bas been the..mee.ns of ' realizing, in SoCiety a geometzy and a 
,mechanics more and more ~~£.{or.;: example, of, b~nl exteR!>r object. 
under our conlrol, ot: permitti,!~ .1IC\ t(),~verae spac~with rapidity, of giVllIg 
• us new org~ns ~~oug~ a,1l~w }~4~'ttw ?_. lractice h~ "ued from.sc;ienc;~~ oJ. 
I \,,__ ~ ¥ • 
• tAlfred,~~uIU'c. l(nJlI. tI,'. J)ftIZ'~~~, Iei' ]uIDer" ~_., ' 
-. 
,-
, 
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which it is a mere prolongation. To make an efficient use of geometry, hu. 
man society needs merely to learn geometry. The' true enchanter, who 
tr;nsforms all things by a natural majtic, and ends by transforming itself" by, 
~enchanting itself, is science. In all these actions which are reducible to the 
application of some scientific truth, clear or obscure, we have no need of sup-
posing a will distinct from the intelligence, as a slave ready to execute the 
mandate 'of his master. Here, the mandate executes itself; the man thinks, 
then feels, and the act follows." 
,Legibility is the highest quality of wx:iting. We write, only 
that ourselves or some one else may read what we have written. 
Tile first demand is ' for the words anq sense. If we attempt 
flourishes and chirographical adornments , they must no~ obscure 
, the expression or meaning. If they do so they are vexatious and 
~bominable. If they do not, it is all very well. The mind being 
first satisfied, there I'emains a pleasure for the eye. But 'we must 
reme~ber that extras of adornment which habit has made to 
seem natural enough to oneself may cloud the whole matter to 
- a re~der not familiar wi,th our peculiarities of pen-work. 
Dr. Javal of the ophthalmic 'laboratory of the Sorbonne, Paris, 
says that the steady strain of the eye which is required for 
.- reading ,is m'ore trying to the sight than occupations which ' 
demand still more searching inspection, but intermittently. 
Experiments have-proved that. the maximuTD oflegibilityis attained : 
.mere by the breadth of the letters than by their height. " 
, We all, as we grow older, approve the oJd round hand. We 
like to have the type of script which we must read "oje~," as, we 
term 'it, so that as the eye folfo'ws the line it is not arrested by 
dosed or blotted loops or hooks or extra and meaningless strokes. 
Signatures should be especially clear. It is an atrocious'affectation 
-that of purposely m~king them indistinct 0-': equivocal. It 
only intimates that the writer haS vanity enough to suppose 'that 
the hieroglyph which he c~ooses t~ USf. to represent his a1;1tograph 
must 'be familiar to everyone. A paraph under the name is all 
- very well, but it is to the writer's interest to have the name 
appear unmistakably distinct. , 
. As to: the effect of narrowed, angular, or indistinct writing 
upon the siglit, we have/ an ii!ustrat~on in the almost uniyersal 
custom among IGerman literati of-using, glasses from middle age. 
. Their type is full df angular PQints and projections, several letters 
differing, only inconspicuously; and their Sl ript is even more 
trying. ~t is to this that the injured eyesight is supposed 'to be 
attributable. The Roman alphabet is, gradually being adopted 
'by G~rman writ~rs and publi~hers. 
, .DR: ROBER,T CH.J,MBERS. 
.. AMONG young men, light in mind and a little too well. off in 
, circumstances; or who imagine themselves secure for life , 
of ' the petting and yielding whlch silly fdends have spoiled 
the~ with, it .is very common to hear the disdainful talk which 
Esop 'puts into the mouth of the Butterfly contemptuously sneering 
at the industrious Ant. n.aving never been' tapght the first , 
les~ons of .industry or frugality, they consider themselves "born 
to eat the corn," and that there will always be seme of these 
"super-setviceabl'e friends around ' to supply- tliem. Painstaking, ' 
econom¥" arid faithfulness to duty may 'be all very ,well, for .those 
not born with a silver spoon, in the mouth, but they' are ridiculou!i 
, old 'vir,tues for them to have any thing to do with. What a 
miserable conviction and 'prospect, when these- mis-directed 
- unfortunates find) theil', summer. over! 
.. 
An :aneedote I of t}le late , Robert Chambers, founder of tIie ' 
great Edinburg publish,ing hQ~. is re,lated in the P/lonetic foUT~ 
/ ' . , 
• J 
nal, which shows in strong relief the advantage of faithfulne'ss in 
little things, and of re! olute thoroughness in all. When he had ' 
commenced business, still in a small way, dealing . in part in 
second hand books, some gentleman who had wanted to supply 
a "Trades Library" in the town of Dysart, called to see what 
hooks of suitable sort and price he could furnish them with. 
They selected among others a copy of Muir's Travels ' in Italy, 
but it was discovered that four leaves were missing in the centre 
of the book. Chambers, in order to secure its sale, told th~ 
gentleman that if they would take it he would make it complete. 
He did this so neatly, that the book now has a high value-as _a 
memorial of the energy, skill, and indomitable perseverance of 
the brothers whq sold it in 1824 from their .hen humble store. 
He unbound the book, wrote the eight pages with a crow quill 
in type-form letters, and rebound it. The printing th~s done is 
as e~ily read as the rest of the text. 
THE DEAD LANGUAGES. 
C. W. TUFTS, A. M., Principal of City Schools, Sheboy~an. Wis. 
A WRITER in the WEEKLY of Oct. 7 asserts that the Dead Languages are dying out in our schools. The only ground 
,of proOf for such a statement, to be found in ~he article; is a ' 
quptation from a French paper, to the effect that Latin verses 
are no longer written by Latin students. He might as well ~­
sert that the pyramids of Egypt are soon to pass away~ because 
they are no longer covered with marble plates as in the time ot 
the Ptolemies. 
There have been changes in the methods of studying the clas~ 
sics, it is true; but no more than in the methods of studying 
other subjects. These changes have tended only to do away 
with whatever is supe) fluous, and to learn only the practical, use- · 
ful part. ' We no longer set a pupil to learn a grammar by rote, 
from cover- to cover, as a preliminary to the study of Latin, y~t, 
the student of to-day gets as much out of his Latin as he of a 
hundred years ago. Ask ;lOy cl~:sical graduate whi<;h has been 
of the most 'real, practical use to him since he left college, the. 
classics or th'e inflnitessimal calculus, and if he is not a specialist, 
his answer wiU never be the calculus. ' And why? Because. the 
classics are now studied as ,a means to an end, and not as the 
end itself. To the literati of the Elizabethean Er~, Latin was 
the summum b01zum. No work could hope to be perm~nent unless 
written in Latin. To them, Epglish was but a transitory dialect 
in the world of speech. All this has changed. The English 
has become ILore fixed, is spoken by more people outside of 
England than in, and bids fair to become the universal tongue. In 
it~ increased importance it, becomes more necessary to understand 
the English, and 'as a means of understanding it, we study Latin. 
The number of words In the language has become so great ' tl'iat 
some such means is necessary. An ordinary man, in a lifetime, 
.obtains a vocabulary: scarcely amounting t'o one twentieth p'art 
of the English words, and he must have some key to unlock the 
rest. This key is found in the classjcs. 
When the Latin student spends a half-hour in learning the 
parts of regere, facere. a~d jt!rre, he , does not realize that he is 
ga~ning that which will, in 'after life, give him an instantaneous 
clue to over a 'thousand English words, but it js t,rue: In paif 
an hour he has learned one fourth as many words as the aveiage 
la:bOrer learns' in a lifetime. How long would it tl\ke hill'! to' ~ 
gain as much, out of an Englis,h dictionary? ' '. , _ . 
'Such ,being the Vlltlue of La,tin, as a meaps o~ savin~ J'aoof, 
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is perfectly evident that it never can and never will be entirely 
disca~ded in English schools. 
Furthermore, the facts show the contrary of even a tendency 
to discard the classics. From the school reports of the United 
States it' appears that for every school dropping Latin o ~' Greek 
from its curriculum there are ten putting it in. And almost 
invariably those dropping the classics are country towns, decreas-
ing in population and too small to support anything higher than 
a Grammar school. All the growing places, with bright prospects, 
are keeping them in. 
The same fact is even more clearly seen in American colleges. 
TJlese institutions are becoming more numerous, more noted, 
and more crowded every year, and at the same time they ,are 
putting in more Latin and Greek .. There is scarcely an Am~ri:an 
college which has not added to Its requirements for admissIon 
in the Latin and Greek courses during the past ten years. ' A 
hundred years ago our college~ were few and taught "small Latin 
and less Greek." 
There is another factor and one not to be disregarded. The 
ew science of Comparative Philology is exerting a powerful ~ fluence in favor of the dead languages. The disciples of ~hitney in this country, of Schleicher in Germany, and of Max 
Miiller in England, in their search for the universal laws which 
govern speech, not only give special attention to Latin and 
Greek, but to ancient Sanskrit; the parent of ,those tongues. , 
Every year, under 'their influence, some of the leading American 
colleges are adding Comparative Philohgy and Sanskrit to 
their curricula. as well as an increased amount of Greek and 
Latin. Such are the facts and such are the tendencies, and they 
clearly show that the Dead Languages are not dying out. 
FAOES. 
A NEW SYSTEM OF'PHYSiOGNOMY FOUNDED ON 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. ' 
By FRANK B. SCOTT. Artist. 
Section IV, 
In making broad generalizations we shall omit all reference 
I t detail a~d all explanations of apparent exceptions, only so fa 
o is necessary to an understanding of our subject. Error~ will 
':metimes need correction, as in the previous section, where ther 
temperaments are treated ~n, it should. read, the blood is ~x~J 
genized . by the air ~f the lungs, where It now reads, the aIr IS 
~ oxygenized by the al~ of the lungs. . 
In giving illustrations of the appendages m -the sev~ral' sub-
kingdoms, it must not be S,uPP?sed that these are present in ever), 
'I s'e' only' typical forms are given. Not every Mollusk has ca , . 
muscular arms, nor every Articulate jointed limbs.' There are 
whole classes without any particular appendages. 
\ ' ORAL APPENDAGES. 
Limbs are modified oral appendages. T~e first limbs surround 
the mouth. There are no definite limbs in the lbwer sub. king-
: doms. There are no jointed limbs where there is no skeleton. 
The simplest oral appendages are vibratile cilia in the p'roto-
zoa: They are frequently used in' locomotion, but not for 
prel1ensi~on. By their constant motion they Pr.dodu~e :iny c~hr~ 
nts in the water and , thus bring a supply of foo wlthm reac . 
re . d d' It'is interesting to observe how anything once latro uce IS 
rried through the whole series; in the highest Vcrtebr .. ta the 
ca al cavities and t lte larynx are lined with vibratile cilia, giving nas . 
motion to, the fluids which moisten these parts. 
'" j ... , 
. . . ." 
The next oral appendages are tubular tentacles in the Crelen· 
terata. They are continuations 'of the ectoderm and enddd:erm 
of the body. They are used in prehension but not in locomotion. 
.Between the ectoderm a~d the endoderm there are contractile 
filaments resembling muscle, and there are some indistinct traces 
of a nervous system. The tentacles are not provided with suck-
ing discs, but are generally armed with numerous thread cell:; 
which give a stinging ,sensation and assist in cap~uring the prey. 
The next oral appendages in order are the 'muscular ar~s of 
the Mollusca. They take their ~ost distinct form 'in the Ceph-
alopods, where they are used in locomotion as well as prehension; 
the animal walking head downwards on the bottom of the ocean 
in search of its prey. The arms are in nearly every instan-ce 
provided with numerous sucking discs which assist in prehension. ' 
There are generally eight of such arms, with two of a peculiar 
construction, said by some to assist in reproduction. The arms 
are not jointed. There are no jointed limbs where there is no 
skeleton. The shell of a Mollusk is 'no skele.ton, and giv.es no 
idea of the form of the animal which ,inhabits it. Mast of the , 
Cephalopods ~re without a shell. 
After muscular arms, the next oral append:lges are jointed 
limbs in the Articulata. Like the body, the limbs are encased 
in an external skeleton, having inlernal muscle (an exo ske/tlon). 
In the order Merostomala these jointed limbs surround the mouth, 
and while the extremities ar~ furnished with nippers for prehen~ 
sion, the basal joints act as jaws in mastication. The limbs -
therefore partake somewhat of the character o( jaws and can be 
called Jaw-limbs. The King crab is the only living representa-' 
tive Qf this order, and the ancient Eurip,terus,-ofwhich numerous \ 
fossil remains are found in our water· lime group,-was an ' allied , • 
species. 
The next oral.appendages and last in order are the lower jaws 
of the Vertebrata. They are jointed and have (xl(rnal muscle 
(an endo-skel(lon). Though anatomically th~ partake of the 
character of limbs, they are only used in prehension and ,masti-
cation,; never in locomotion. Limbs proper are never otal 
appendages in ~he Vertabrata. The more exclusi.vely they are 
used for locomotion, the further they are removed from the head ' 
to the body. In man-the highest Vertebrate, the posterior limbs 
are exclusively devo!ed to locom~tioni and ar~ carried from the 
heaa, and extended in a line with the spinal column the1greatest 
possible distance from the body. The feet ,are furtheSt fllom the, 
brain, ll:nd the hands are liberated from locomotion and made to 
serve the brain. The human brain and the ,human hand govern 
the world. . 
As the limbs in the A:rticulata, which partook of the character 
of jaws, were called jaw-limbs; so in ' the. Vertebrata, as the jawS 
part,ake sQmewhat of the character of limbs, they call ' be called ' 
Limb-jaws. 
We have then the o;al appendages present-ed in the following-
wogressive order, corresponding to the morphological progre's- ' . 
sion exhibited in the five sub-kingdoms: 
ORAL APPENDAGES IN MORPHOLOGICAL PROGRESSION. 
. \ . ' 
Typical selections. (a, mouth; b, appendages.) 
PROTOZOA,- Vibratile cilia. Not used 
in apprehension j in some 
instances in locomotion. 
Ex. Belt Anima/uk. 
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CffiLENTERA TA,-Tubular tenta-
cles. Used in 
prehension 'j not 
in ' locomotion: 
, ' ,,; -Ex. Fresh water 
Hydra. , .. 
MOLLUSCA,-
ARTICULATA.-
Muscular arms. 
Used in loco-
motion and pre-
hension j not 
in mastication. 
Ex. CUffle-fish. 
Jointed Jaw-limbs. Exo-
skeleton. Used in loco-
motion, prehension, and 
mastication. Ex. Kt'n~ 
Crab. . 
VERTEBRATA,- Jointed Limb-jaws. 
Endo-skeleton. Used 
in prehension .and 
mastication - j nof in 
locomotion . Ex. Hu-
man mandt'ble. 
The text section will be on Radiate.forms. 
Notes. 
with reference to their fitness for such libraries. It consists of 
about thirty members, who are divided into reading committees 
of not less than twelve members each. A book, to be passed 
upon, is placed in one of .these committees, and read in tur.n by 
the several members. It must be approved by a majority ofi t he 
committee befNe it can be further considered j it is then openly, 
discussed at a meeting of all the reader.s, and finally presented 
for decision at a r~gular monthly meeting of the entire associa-
tion when a three-fourths vote of all the members present is , 
necessary before the book can be placed upon the approved list. 
It will be seen that ,great precaution is exercised against unwor-
thy books, and it will undoubtedly happen that many books 
which are unobjectionable will not be included in any list, be-
cause the judgment of the readers does not approve ,tliem for the 
Sunday-school or parish library. The list before us specially fa-
vors the publications of E. P. , Dutton & Co., perhaps because, 
being the first, it includes many of those already on the ~helves, 
-E. P. Dutton & Co. being Episcopalian publishers. The ef-
fort and the results as shown in this Printed List, are to be 
, . . 
highly commended. Such intelligent and systemat~c .supervJ-
sion of the reading which is furnished young people wIll llnpr02'e 
not only their morals, but their literary taste as well, and w1l1 
help to weed out the numerous worthless and in~urio~s bo~ks 
which have become so common in Sunday-school hbranes e,:er.:y-
j where. c:opies may be had by addressing the Secretary of the 
Church Library Association, Cambridge, Mass. ' . ' 
, -The New England Journal,of Educ(ltion acknowledges dis-
cretion the better part of valor, and withdraws the reformed 
spelling from its "New England Department." to appear he~e 
after ,only in the articles of special contributors and by speCial 
request. Adopting Pope's couplet: 
"Be not the first by whom the new is tried. 
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside," 
it refers its readers who are admirers of the new spelling to those' 
organs which are specially devoted to the advo~acy of, the s~-
, -'-The report C!f the State Superintendent of Vermont shows called reform. This is an act both wise and prudent. There IS 
thaf last year Appletons' Readers were adopted by one hundred no standard journal in thili country which can afford to adopt a 
arid thirteen towns, Reed' and Kellogg's Graded English by one spelling which is "an offense to the eye, the taste, and the sehal-
hun'dred and sixty-seven toWn; , Anderson's United State~ His- arship ofa large number of its reaqcrs." The so-called reformed 
t-eries by one hundred and seven towns, Guyot's Geographies by spelling is a thing talked of, imagined, and by many hoped f01"" 
one hundred and nine towns, and Greenlears Arithmetic by one but it is>l1ot yet a fact, and it is doubtful if it ever becomes such. _ 
: hundred and eighty-six towns; . , The most that can be done by publishcrs of general journals is 
.-Prof. S. S. Hamiq sends the WEEKLY greeting from Denver, to permit a liberal discussion of its' claims in their columns, and 
,nearly two thousand miles westward and more than five thous- to illustrate it for special contributors as far as their types will 
and feet heavenward The poor fellow went there for rest and permit. To this extent the WEEKLY ' has not hcsitated to. go, 
recreation after his fearful siege of ten weeks, fourteen hours per and has even used the briefer spelling qf program and catalog iIi-
~ day, ,in Chicago, but before he waS in Denver two weeks he had all departments j but .while generously granting every aid with-
organized twenty classes and had more thim two'hundred pupils. in its ' poo/er'to the friends of the cause; it must not be consi.dered 
He is now resting by teaching tw~lve' hours per day. Engage- as an advocate or supporter of what is-urged by the speCial or-
. 'ments have been formed in several other towns and ,cities of the gans and officers of the Spelling Reform Association. A language 
-:·state. He finds the people there as anxious to study, the scien'Ce cannot be made in a day, or unmade by a series of resolutions: 
. and art of expression as they were ,"back in the states," and .he -Professor Youmans in the Popular Science Monlh(Y. contin-
, • I is looking for a place wher~ .there is no interest taken in ~e sub~ . 'ues to vent his spleen against the public schools. ' A persistence 
(' ject of.elocutioll. He will gq from Colorado to Cali.f9rnia, and in such insane editing of an otherwis'e excellent journal will ere , 
if he linos no restthere will 'move on to Australia; and if there long alienate many of its most valuable supporters. In the No-
'. 'pepple stiltinsist on knowing more of the excellence of expres- ,vember issue he. says, in referenc~ to President Hayes' speech at 
''''si.on· }{e wi~l go to China. . ' . . . . . 9anto'n, in which he.sajd that "in our Qwn cou~try, as every-
-We.have been much mterested m exammmg Prmt~d List where else it will be found that in the long run Ignorant v,oters 
. No . .,I . issued by tlie Church Library Association of Cambridge, are' powde; and ball for demagogues": "Toe common schools 
'. Ma:ss., :~r the benefit. of Sunday-school and parish librari~s. The teac'b just- enough to turn . out 'powde~ ~?d ba~.l for demagogues:' _ 
. ~ociatlon.was org~~lZed about a 'year and a ha~f ag.l?~ by ~everal , Our 'l!1acliin~~o,litics' is !he bright consuII.lm~f: fl~'Yer. ~f A~en~ 
embers sf the Episcopal Chu~ch for the exam~natlon of. books caadema~o$~sm~but it never co?ld J1ave had so :VIgOr,OUS a grow 
,'. 
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if the ignorance of American voters had not been duly cultivat-
ed. The mo~e ignorent and stupid men are the greater is their 
fealty to party, and the more easily they can be counted on ; but, 
as they begin to think, the demagogue is thrown upon his re-
sources, so that the effect of the Rchools is to cause him to per· 
fect his methods." 
-The Phonetic Journal of Oct. 9 gives specimens of 27 pro-
posed schemes of Orthographic reform, part of nearly . 50 of 
which are under consideration by the English Spelling Re-
form Association, and out of which a limited number, most 
promising of practicability and effect, will be selected for clost:r 
investigation and trial. Several of these are of American urigin 
and 'will naturally require a proper proportion of representatives 
from this side of the water before any full decision can be taken. 
There are as many using English in North America as in the 
British Islands-perhaps more. They are the best of people for 
submission to fair voting, but the worst to submit to any one-
sided decis ion. No. 9 ot the specimens is the most curious. It 
is a Southern scheme by H. Sweet, Broad Romir:, and is intended 
to represent "educated Southern pronunciation." The letters 
" are grouped, not by words, but by elocutionary impUlses, and the 
degree of stress is marked by prefixed points. The following 
sentence is given as an example of the grouping. 
Thiig zekyutiv k;) mitidlsi lekt such methddzez th 'ay may 
.think ri kwie longg;)ri'l;) straysh;)n. 
The turned e rt presents a rather slighted or obscured Ii'. The 
turned period shows where, in two places: an extra stress is 
laid Oll. The use use of ig for the first syllable of "executive," 
and of 21 for "will;'" of ;)z for as, and the cutting off of the 
final r resonance from "require" anc;l "longer", softening it into 
a mere;) little more than a sigh, are odd examples of refined 
pronunciation. ' 
poets and painters are so fond of the picturesque as to ·prefer 
such spelling as "ladye" to "lady," and a gnarled old tree or a 
disloql.ted fence to anything that is neat and regular. Yet we 
s~e England's Poet Laureate, ~lfred Tennyson, among the dis-
tinguished name~ of scholars, teachers, and statesmen who are 
official representatives of the Spelling Reform Association. 
THE PRESS. <" 
of a campaign be ascribed to theOl:ganization of the defeated 
ait;ny in companieS, or the demoralizatio.n of a neighborhood to 
the life df 'the people in families! School-grading is simply the 
most obvious first step out of edu~ational chaos, If individual 
· isolatipn were essen~ial to the true education, the Creator, who 
certainly is "s~ientifi~," would have dispersed the race, each man 
"under his own vine .and fig tree," instead "setting them 'in 
families" and making association the primal law of humanity. 
Of course, all alisociation, including school-grading, is open to 
the peril df mechanism in m1'thod and the desp<?tism of the 
· majority: But there is no safeguard so complete against peda-
gogic bulldozing as a sharp class free to question, where every 
mind use~ its right of reviewing i,ts fellow. And of all instances 
of t~e overlaying of a noble mihd by a powerful intellecf, run 
by a stubborn will, the most paInful is John Stuart Mill, trying 
for twenty years, like a ' Sampson in chains, to break out of the 
prison-house of his father's system of isolated, individl.al instruc-
· tion.-N. E. J(}urnal of Educ~tion. . 
KEEP YOURSELF. GooD-NAl'uRED.-There is one. fault in a 
teacher which every superintendent ought to be on the guard . 
against, in the selection or reten.tion of his ltelper; and that is, 
a liability to get provoked with 'his si:holars, and show ill-nature 
at their pranks or restlessness. There are teachers who lose 
their temper in tlteir classes on the slightest provocation. Their 
schola~s know it, and take a wicked delight in teasing them. 
The teacher who cannot control 'himself can never control his 
class. He is at a disadvan.tage at every turn. Mr. Spurgeon 
says that' 'nothing is imp,.oved by anger unless it be the arch of 
a cat's back. " .... -: ... S!mdaySch.op/Ti'mes. . I 
. . 
How TO TEACH.-If an educated man wants to learn a foreign 
langu~ge he begins, as soon as he can read at all, with so~~thing 
that he expects to find interesting. He reads a novel, unless he 
has a distaste for novels, and then he reads poetry or some 
author whom he has hitherto known only oy repute or by a 
. tr~nslation. The motive . is the same in all three cases. He 
. wants to Qave .the necessary' 'drudgery of mastering a foreign 
language' lighten~d, and he chooses books which he tl,lin~s will 
lighten ft. Precisely the same course should be taken with chil-
dren in elementary schools.-Lo don Saturday Review. 
SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.-Teachers are hired to give instruction TEA CHERS' SALARIES. 
. . , 
anJ, within certain IUDlts, to govern, but they shouid not be The lotal nu~ber of teachtrs employed 'in public schools in 
reqUired to waste their energies in governing unruly. pupils, and the United ·$tates and Territories of the Union (Georgia and 
in consequence negle,ct the proper work of the school-room. It Idaho only, not reported) is 249,283, Most of the states and 
. is poor economy to hire teachers merely to govern a sc1:o.01. " territories .furnish full .and accurate statistics' but Arkansas 
Pupils who cannot be governed by the o~dinary methods of .the while giving the total number of teachers, ca~n~t tell how man; 
school room should be handed over to their parents for correctlOn. are male and how many are female, nor their pay. )Jlorida 
Ii the parents ~ail,. l:t the school board take the mat~er in hand.- gives th'e number of teachers, male and female, but can give the 
The s~holars lD thiS county who would defy a uUlted school pay of neither. ,The same, is true of Kentucky, New York, and 
board can be counted on the fing~rs of one han?, but the number the territories of Dakota, New. Mexico, and Wyoming, Tex.as ' 
who would worry and annoy their teachers, With the trust~es: as estimates the number of teachers and gives their pay. 
passive 160kers-on, is very numer.ous. . Of cour~e, ~he scho?l '!he United States Commissioner of Education pres~n~s" a 
board, cannot treat every case of disobedience as It. anses, nor IS statement of the monthly c'Ompensation to teachers in public ~ 
, it nec.essary that they should, but they should most emphatically schools, with the remark that "any ' one who would examine the 
declare their determination to compel order in the school room, colur.;Jn o'f the aver:age salaries paid would not, from the nature ' 
and their wiHingne~s t.O stand by the teacher in all reasonable of the case, expect the compensation of teachers to 'he the 'first 
efforts of-his to~c;ecure good discipline.-:!acks~n, Mi·nn., Republic. point of attack in the effort to retrench public ex;)ens<! ;." The 
.:. ' SCIENCE ' IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLs.-In the report of the four Distnct of Columbia pays the ,highest ' salary to male tC2c;hel1;, -
4 ~ professors to ·the A. A. A S. on .Science in Public Schools, the $120 per moath. Arizona ' pays the highest salary to femille 
failure of. scientifi~ method. is largely attributed to, the graded, teachel's, $90 p'er month . . In the District of' Columbia, ~ 
• ystem no)\" establishe4 in 'the country. As_well might the failur Nevada, and in Ariz.ona,. t~e av.erage pay of male teachers,is 'over 
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$100 per month. In California it is $85; in Massachusetts , 
$84· 78; in Rhode Island, $8.1. 49; in Montana, $15; in Con-
necticut' New Jersey, Indiana, Colorado, and Ohio it ranges 
from $60 to $67; in Utah, it is $54; in Texas, $53; in Michigan, 
Illinois, Iowa, Oregon, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and Mary-
land it ranges from $41 to $48; in Mississippi, Pennsylvania, 
. ·Vermont, Nebraska, Maine, Virginia, West Virginia, Minneltota 
Kansas, Tennessee, Louisana, Delaware, South Carolina, Missouri' 
. . , 
and North Carolina, from $30 to $40, and in Alabama it is $22. 
Next to Arizona, Nevada pays its female teachers the highest 
average monthly salary, $50; the District of Columbia stands 
next, $49; California, $48~ 16; Montana, $47; Rhode' Island, 
Indiana, Colorado, and Maryland, $41.40 to $48; Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 
N;ebraska, Virginia, West Virgini~, Tennessee, and Louisiana, 
$'30 to $37;' Utah, Michigan, Iowa,~Wisconsin, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Minnesota, Kansas, South Carolina, North Carolina 
and Alabama, $22 to $29, and Maine, $17.04. 
Aiabania, Delaware, Mississippi, Missouri, and Texas do not 
I 
report the pay of male and female teachers separately. It would 
, have added to the interest and ~sefulness of these statistics if the 
commissioners who compiled them .had also stated the cost of 
living in each state. . It may be that the teacher in 'Kansas with 
, $30 p~r month is better off than the teacher . in California with 
$8S. From other sources it, appears that New York City pays 
in a,verage of $814.17, and Philadelphia an average of $486.10, 
Boston comes first in the table of average salaries to principals 
of grr.mmar schools, $3,200 to male teachers and $2,000 to 
female. San Francisco pays $2,466 to male a~d $2,200 to 
female. But in tile hjgh schools principals are paid $4,000 in 
'San Francisco and $3,780 in' Boston. Primary teachers are 
, also best paid :n San Francisco, receiving an average salary of 
$1,500. ' Chicago ranks next with $1,080, while Boston pays 
only $800 and New York $80~, with Cieveland last in the list at 
$546. Teachers in music get $3,300 in Boston, and those in ' 
. , drawing the !/.a~e, while-in San Francisco $1,9So 'is 'paid the one 
, ' and $12,100 the other. . Cincinnati pays $1,800 to both, and 
/ Chicago the same. A female ~ tea:cher' in drawing was engaged 
at Milwaukee recently for $1,200, and one of the commissioners 
explained that ' !it impossible to secure the services of a gentle-
man."-B~ston Tran. cript. . 
SCIENCE, A t THE MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY. 
The b~ty and ill·natured criticism of Princeton College and Micbigan 
· University which appeared in a late number of the Poplliar Scimu Monthly 
has been justly rebuked by President McCosh for Princeton, and Prof. C. K. 
Adams tor Michigan University, in correspondence addressed to the editor 
of that magazine. The letter of Professor Adams is so interesting 'and valu-
aule ' as information for the general public that we 'ake the liberty ofrepub, 
lisbing it entire. It speaks well for the natural science in that institution, but 
that was the purpose for which it was written. Doubtless Professor Adams 
would himself resent an implication that the University is a whit. behind otber 
colleges in providing fou. high' classical education. 
· My .ej·e has just fallen on your editorial comments under the head of "Sew· 
r "Ie' lD COllege Educ~tion"; and I can not resist . the impulse to point out a 
' few of the elT,!lrs into which you have been· drawn. Not 'much space will be 
required, I think, to .show that the attitUde of the University of Michigan 
to"rard scientific and classical studie!! has been quite misapprehended. 
In the first place, you are in error in a,~sumillg that Bbhop Harris ipoke AS 
'th'e 'representative of' -the U niversit)·. Would it have '\>een fair to assume that 
' vate College was represented by President White's famous address on the 
"'Warfare of Science"? Each .of these gentlemen was invited to deliver a 
• ~~encement address, each chose his own, subject, '~ch treat~d his subject 
1U Ius own way, and eacp wes alone responsIble for what he saId. One sen· ' 
tepce in the BisHop's address may have misled you. I refer to' that in which 
he expr.essed his gratitude that clas ical' studies still maintain their promi-
nence in this univt:rslty. But it i& certain that the Bishop either meant sim'ply 
to express bis satisfaction that so large a number of students still continue to 
pursue classical studies, notwithstanding the inducements held out by the 
scientific courses, or, what is perhap.~ quite as likely, he himself was not ftilly 
aware of what the University is doing for the encouragement of scientific 
pursuits. In one instance, at least, the Bishop ran squarely athwart all the 
traditions and uoages of the University. The orator indicated cerlain studies 
which he w, uld not permit the student to pursue. Tbe University, on the 
,contrary, has long held up as its ideal: "All learning and that of the best" ; 
and entire freedom of choice on the part of students as to what they would 
pursue. 
You remark: "This great institution, 'with its fourteen hundred students, 
seems just as much enslaved by viscious traditions as tbe older schools. Mid-
dle.Age studies are still in the ascendant. The sciences are taught there, but 
the classical course is the one encouraged by the whole weight of the Univer-
sity influence." 
I think a few facts will be enoufh 'to 'show you that this assertion is ·totally 
and comprehensively incorrect. . 
I. As many as twenty-eight years ago tlte University of Michigan was tlu 
pioneer in the work of raising scientific studies to a footing of absolute.equal-
ity with the old classical curriculum. At that moment there was not a single 
colleee or university in the country that had a scientific course of four years. 
Such a four years' course was then established here; it has ever since been 
maintained, and the requisites for admission to it have been raised as rapidly 
as tbe condition of the preparatory schools would permit. 
2 , The work, tlzus early begun. has gone steadily on 10 Ilze present day. Be-
sides the various professional degrees in engineering, the University now 
confers four degrees as the reward of four years' successful study, viz. : Bach-
elor of Arts; Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Philosophy, and Bachelor of 
Letters. The ancient languages are required for the first of these degrees 
only; and even tor A. B. the amount of Latin and Greek required aggregates 
scarcely less, and the amount of science the student may elect in addition • 
aggregates the work of two full years. Thus, even in the classical course, 
the student with his one year of classics may, if be choose, take two and a 
half years of science. 
3. The number of courses of instruction in Latin and Grec;k offered the 
students the present semester is twelve (12),. while the num.ber of courses 
offered in the sciences is forty.four (44). The number of teachers employed 
to give instruction in Latin and Greek fifteen years ago wa6 four; last ')lear 
the number was four; fifteen years ago the number of teachers in ~lie sciences 
was five,last year the number was twenty,four. 
4. Tbe means of illustration in the classical courses have remained almost 
stationary; while the appliances for the pursuit of scientific studies have spread 
out in every direction. The physical laboratory affords constant occupation 
to a considerable nury · ber of original investigators. The botan~cal labol"atory 
is daily occupied by a crowd of students pursuing advanced microscopical 
researches. The physiological laboratory is positively overrun with students 
from the beginning to the end of the year. The chemical laboratory last year 
offered to our students a hundred and seventy· five tables for personal experi-
mentation in applied chemistry, Lut the number was .50 inadequate to a supply 
of the demand that the building at the present moment is in process of en- ' 
largf'ment by nearly as many tables more. If you were to wander througn 
these busy rooms, and see the hundreds of students .c\ad in their sCle!ltilic 
aprons an,d carrying on t.heir researches with scalpel and microscope and test-
tubes you would not fail to reform your opinion tbat the "whole weIght. ot the 
University irifluence" is devoted to the encouragement of the classicl!Jicourse. 
Other ~niversities have r<ared· grander dormitories and memorial halls; ' but, 
if any other ,institution in the country has done more for the direct encourage-' 
ment of scientific study an'd research within the past fifteen years than the 
University of Michigan, I have yet .to learn wbich one it IS. If you will point 
us to a better record than. tbat indicated in the above facts, we will then en-
deavor to emulate our superior. 
As your facts were at fault, of course it is not necessary to point out the 
error of your conclusion. I trust that the. facts given are sufficient to justify 
you in modifyiug your intimation that the inMitution "deserves to be sup-
pr.essed as a public nuisance." 
I ought perbaps to correct one or two further errors of your article. But I 
content myself with saying that the University has not been "maintained from 
the lirst by put-lic taxes"; that it was not until after it had already acquired 
strength, and renown .even, that the first dollar was levied in its behalf ; nay, 
that the firsl taxes were not levied for it !lntil long after a fundamental law 
had bee!1 I?assed prohibiting the re~uiring of Latin and Greek as a conditibn: 
'for admISSIon to the full privileges of the Unive(,Sity. 
You conclud~ your paper by comparing the University of Michigan with 
C?rnell, and)::omting to the differe!1ce, as evinced in the contrast betw~eny 
Bishop Hat;ls s address and the theSIS of a Cornell student on thel sQ.llltare 
con,djtio.n ofIth~ca: I c0!1clude mine by saying that, if you will favor th 
,Ulllverslty of ~Ichlga~ WIth a visit, the L ibrarian, I doubt not, will take 
~eat pleas,ure lD showmg you a t:artload of theses of the very kind you so _ ... 
Justly admire. Very r~spectfully yours, ' 
UNIVERSITY OF. MICHIGAN,} 
ANN ARBOR, S~tember 15,1880 . . 
C. K. ADAMS. 
• Theresa Tua, of Turin, a girl C!f thirteen, bore> off the first prize as a v!olin_ 
ist, at the Paris conservatory, last year. She has b~en offered $40,000 foz; & • 
fi've.yea~' tour thrQugh the 'United Staes. Her 'parentS decline to accept: ' 
<9ct. 28,, 18801' . the: Eaucati~nal Weekly. ~35 , 
OUR EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES, 
The Kindergarten Messenger and The New ,Education is a union of the , 
two jou~nals composing the name, edited by W. N. Hailmann, and publishea 
by,Doerflinger Book and Publish!l,Ig Co .. Milwaukee, at $LOp per year, It 
appears m,!>nthly, containing eight pages of reading, size of the WEEKLY, It 
is the organ of the American Froebel Union. Teachers interest~d in kinder-
garten cuiture ,will find it of service. 
Occasionally a copy of the Scholar!s Companion comes to our desk. This 
is an excellent journal, octavo, for the scholar. It will supplement his school 
work by many pleasant lessons on men and things. It is published monthly 
at fifty' cents a year, by E .,L. Kellogg & Co., New York. 
The Teacher, Philadelphia, is the handsomest school journal among our 
exchanges. It is published by the popular house of Eldredge & Brother, at 
one dolla'r per year. The print and paper are of the very best kind, and the 
editing is superior to that of most school journals. It is printed in octavo 
form. Its selections are ~ood, but it has a bad habit of omitting the credit 
due to exchanges. 
Among the cheaper monthlies may be mentioned The Teacher's Guide,pub-
lished by J. R. Holcomb & Co., Mallet Creek, Ohio, at fifty cents a year. It 
uS)lally contains four pages, and manifests considerable energy and 'ability on 
the part of its manager, Mr. J. D. Holcomb. In the , September issue ·he 
makes a list of three "Special Prize Questions," and hopes to arouse an inter-
est in them in a manner similar to that adopted by the Literary News, of New 
York. 
The Normal Educator is published bi-weekly at Valparaiso, Ind. There 
, i~ 'a huge "normal school" at that place, and this is tbe organ of the students. 
B. E. Shawhan is editor. But in his i·sue of September 25 he announces a ' 
proposed change in form, and only monthly issues. Subscription price, II.io. 
Nothing will be gained by the proposed change in form, but it may suit the '_ 
students better. What is a " /tormal educator," anyhow? , 
The B uffalo School ':Journal has gone the way of all the world. It lived 
nobly and gave up its work honorably, by uniting with the N ew Englandl 
yountal of Educatio1t. So they go; we have only to say, "which next?" and 
the answer comes promptly. The're seems to be one passion common to all' 
teachers-tO get their names in print, to "edit" somethmg, and, if obly slight- ' 
- ly encouraged, to begin the publication of a regular periodical for their fellow: 
teachers. poor, deluded mortals ! B~tter never touch the quill. There is 
, danger in it. No man ever yet made it pay to publish an educational journal/ 
and no man ever will, if dollars and cents are the commodity with which 'he: 
is to be paid. It's fun, but the business becomes monotonous after a while, 
especially for the po~r strugglil,lg monthlies. We counsel all to "touch not, 
taste not, handle not,' '' unless they purpo,se to do it as a "labor 01 love" or' 
purely for the goud of the cause. If you have anything else to 'do, don't be 
come sponsor for an educational journal. ' 
The Common School Teacher for September appears in 'a new dress, one 
h~lf its usual size, and under the new management of Mr. John V. Smith. 
William B. Chrisler remains editor, ~ith Walter S. Smith corresponding 'edi-' 
tor. It is a good journal for the country teacher, has done a good service" 
and h op~s yet to do still better. ' 
A modest and yet a very good paper of local interest comes to' us from 
Terre Haute, Ind., called the ,State N ormal News. S, S. Parr, editor and puh-
lisher. ' 
Literary N otes is published in Kearney, Nebraska, by Rev. L B. Fifield. 
It is newsy, original, and instruchve. It , has steadily gained. in circulation 
and merit since its first issue two or three years ago. It is published in 20 
nuinDers a year, at $1.25 per year. 
The San Francisco Public Schllol Recotd, weekly, announces that after the 
first of November that journal will b e i~sued monthly, in a magazine form. 
One of its leading features will be a Teachers' Departmen~. It is not stated 
whether or not the puolisher intends to ,continue tlie publication of the Cali· 
fornia School, Record, which is a monthly of racent estaolishment~ or tv 
combine it with the present we~kly paper. 
A Wise Deacon. 
_ "Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me how you kept yourself and family 
well the past season when all the rest of us have oeen sick so much, and have 
had the doctors visiting u~ so often." , 
Brother Taylor, the answer is very easy. I ·used ~op B:t,ters in ti~e; Itept 
my family ,well and saved the doctor bills. T.hree do.lI~s 'worth ,or It kept us 
, well and able to worK all the time. r 11 warrant It has cost you and ~he 
neighbors one ti:> two hundrell, dollars apiece to keep sick the sam'e time." , 
"Deacon, I! ll .use y~ut medicine here~fter." ' 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
Tlie eve~ing schools of Chicago will probably open on Monday evening 
Nov. 8. , It is expected that schools will be opened in the buildings which 
were formerly occupied for that purpose, to wit: The High, Kinzie, Newbery, 
Jones,'W'ard, Scammon, Foster, Wells, and Slngamon·Schools. It is hoped . 
that the pos!ponement of the opening until after the Country shall have been 
saved by tJ:t~ November election wi:l enable the patriotic Young America to 
devote his whole time and attention to the demands of these schools while 
they are in session. 
The prospect now is that teachers will be paid jn scrip for the months Of 
October and November. and quite possibly December. Thereis a melancholy 
sort of advantage in, having the December pay in scrip. If the cash in the 
hands of the Board be held for the teachers until after the first of January, 
it can then be paid on account of salaries of 188[, and 1880 scrip will sell 
better than 188[ scrip. So that a I:espectable, percentage of at least one 
mouth's pay will be saved by the proposed scheme. ' 
The number of . pupils provided with but a half day's accommodation on 
the last day of the school month of September WM 5,954. That ' is to say, 
as at present organized there are 2,977 pupils without seats. There were, 
'however, in fact, seats for all the pupils enrolled in Septetf\ber except 1,758. 
There were 741 seats in the city in excess of ' the average membership,' and 
2,880 seats in exceiS of the average daily attendance. It will be, seen that 
many of our too greatly concerned friends will soon be in the position of the 
old lady who had suddenly ,acquired a second pair of spectacles-"What will 
I worry about now?" 
' At a,recent meeting of the Board Supt. Howland pre8ente~ the following 
interesting comparative figures: 
Number of Seats 
Number of Teachers 
Number Pupils Enrolled 
Av. Daily Membership 
Av. Daily Attendance 
For Sept. 1871. 
4543 1• 
870. 
48457. 
46183. 
4399[· . 
Sept. 1880. ' 
49026• 
920. 
50 784. 
48285. 
46146. 
Increase. 
3595. 
So. 
~2327· 
2[02. 
2165. 
There is an organization in Chica&o called The Citizens' Association. Its 
object seems to be the !itudy of the important politiclll, social, and eco!!omic, 
questions that from time to lime disturb the equanimity of the Municipality. 
The. results of this study are embodied in reports of greater ')~ less length 
which are -published periodically for the education of students in sociology 
and Ilolitical economy. They sometimes provoke the proud scorn of irrever-
en t newspaper 'repof'ters, but they generally conduce to the edification of 
tho,ughtful citizens. ' ,A recent report by the president, who is also a member 
of the Board of Education, intimates that a committee of the association is 
incubating a repo~t on the schools of the city: In v;iew of the general charac_ ' 
ter of:chool repo~ by non-experts, and indeed by many self-esteef4ed eXPerts, 
we venture to reproduce a story perpetrated by the philosopher of the D etroit ' 
Free Press. , It is preDlis.ed, Messieurs Citizens' Committee, that there> are 
some lines of parallelism between the school question and the horse question: 
Yest~rday a horse which ha~ been l~oked over by the; Fire Departplent 
and rejected on accoun~ of SIZe, was tied to a post on Gnswold street. He ' 
was as sound as a' dollar, not even showing a wind-puff. Pretty soon &long 
came two lawyers, and on~ of them remarked: ' 
"Pity such a nice animal as that is foundered." , 
, "Yes, and I can see that he is wind broken to boot," was the ready response 
Then the CaShit'r of a bank halted and took a look at the horse's teeth:' 
He was going away, when a mail-earrier asked: • 
"How old do you call him 1" , 
" "Some men might buy him fot: 12, but they couldn't fool me. That horse 
will never see 16 again." , . 
The best judges had culled him 6, and his owner had proofs that he wasn't 
a month older. Themail·camer felt of the animal's ribs, rubbed his spine 
ana ,observed': ' • 
"He's got the botts, or I'm no judge of horses. " 
Then a .!Derchant halted ~~d sur~eyed the horse's legs, lifted his front feet 
pinched hIS knees, and feelingly saId: • 
"Been a pretty good stepper in his day, but he's gone to the crows now" 
The next man was a bookkeeper. It took ·him about five minutes to make 
lfp his mind that sweeny was the leading ailment, although poll-evil heaves ' 
and glanders were present in a bad form. ' . ' , 
"What is sweeny?" queried an innocent bootblack who had made up his 
mind that the horse had liver complaint. , 
"Sweeny?" repeated the bookkeeper-ulook at the way he carries his 
tail and lea"! what swc;.eny is.'" . ' 
"Oh no," put in another-'~weeny affects the eyes." , 
"I guess !lot,~' said an insurance man; "I £IlCSS sWeeny afF<=cts the lags. " 
"Lunls 1' ~ cried a broker,-Uyou mean the sto~ch I" \ . 
,= And they we~e jangling over it when the OWJler of tho horse came and led 
hIm ,away. ' , • 
- J 
- , 
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And now there is more trouble brewing. . Inspector Keith has given 
notice' that he will propose an amendment to the rules of the Board of Edu-
cation providing that hueafter no person shall be elected to a principalshp 
who has not passed a principal's examinatiqn and received a principal's 
certificate., The prq,posed amendment is a 'blow at the specilll privileges 
enjoyed by die female teachers of Chicago. ,Heretofore the Board has 
chosen its lady principals 'from th~ great body of teachers and thereby stimu-
late<!. many dormant ambitions. The amendment, if adopted, will 'narrow the 
circle fr~m which future ch~ices Win be made . . 
As to the merits, they seem to be decidedLy in favor with Mr' Keith's 
propdsition. While it may be true as it is of teachers that a rigid examim.,tion 
will' sometimes exclude a competent principal, it is much safer on the whole, 
and healthier to limit the number of candidates an"d stimulate a better 
preparation. _ 
THE STATES. 
MICHIGAN.-A very successfnl institute was that held at Negaunee. All 
the graded schools in the county, except that at Michigamme, were closed for 
the week, and every teacher attended the institute, besides a large number 
from the mine s~hools, and the districts adjoining. Professor McLouth waS 
the conductor; he was fI'ell assisted by Messrs. Olcott, Keisey, Cochran, and 
Northmore. Nearly a hundred names were enrolled. Mrs. Davenport, of 
Marquette, gave an in.teresting model exercise in primary reading. Prof. 
. M~Louth l,ectured one evening on the Mammoth Cave, and Mr. Kelsey on 
, History. Mrs. Keisey gave an elocutionary_entertainment one evening. 
Olivet ColJege is to have a new hall for natural science. The catalogJor 
. :: 1880-81 will show an attendance in all departments of :Z96. ThC!- freshman 
.' cl.;!.ss n,~mbers 46, of whom 24 ar~ ladies. 
The. Walter Smith system of drawing has ·heen introduced ilJto the public 
. sChools of Grand Rapids. 
, .1'he Wolvtrint Citizen quotes the editorial of the WEEKLY criticising Mr. 
Dickinson's Premium Essay in full. . 
The new high schcol building' at East' Saginaw is about completed. Prin-
cipal Beatty expects to move into it soon. 
, Prof. Ernest Eggers, of Grand Rapids, has been appointed State visitor to 
, the Ge-rman Lutheran Academy at Detroit. 
. Prof. C. F. R. Bellows, of Ypsilanti; Hon. W. M. Harford, of Muskegon; 
_ . and Supt. Z. C. Spencer, of Battle Creek, have been appointed Siate visitors 
• . to Battle Creek CoHege. 
Principal E. A. Wilson, Mt. Pleasant, is doing nicely in 'that place.. Mr. 
, . ~ilson rendered effici~nt service at the Institute held at Mt. Pleasant in 
Augus.!. 
.' The second ward building at St. €lair is now entirely enclosed and pre-
r sen~. a fine appearance from its elevated position. " J . 
. , ~he fo~o_wing named all!.ounts for tlie present year are to be raised by state 
~xation: l!Jniversity aid, 1-20 mill tax, $31;500; University muSeum, $20,00p; 
,: Universi~ general and other expenses, $12,750 ;, Normal School, current ex-
peuses, $17,800; State Public School. $43,950.; State Reform School, $35,-
. ' 500 ; Deaf, Dumb, ~nd Blind A' ylum, ·$40,100; Agricultural College, build-
-ing, ,$12,040 ; Reform School for Girls, buildirig, $10,000; School. for the 
Blind, building, $10,000. 
Physiology and 'Pathology" has just been publishej by the Ann Arbor Print- ' . 
ing and Publishing Company. The work has been highly commended by 
many scientific men.--The November number of the Popular Science 
Monthly contains an answerCrom Pruf. Adams to. the attack upon the ~iv.er. ' 
sity in a recedt issue of diat periodical.--Dr. Palmer gave his flrsOectur.e to 
students, Monday, Oct. 17,. describing the work done at Foreign medical 
schools. He said that everywhere abroad the tendency is to ignore practical 
medicine. 
OHIO.-J. C. Hartzler, superintendent of schools at New;trk, writes: '·Woe 
are controlling nineteen hundred' pupils Without any corp:>ral punishment. It 
was abolished four ,~ ears ago, and we. don't wish to return to it." 
KANSAS.-The normal school' at Emporia is very successful; there are now 
about 250 students enrolled. 
IOWA.-A. C. Bell edits an educational department in the Delta Indepm-
dent. ' Mr. Bell is principal of the Delta schools. 
Supt. D. W. Lewis, of Washington. reports an enrollment of 619 Oct. 15; 
the per cent of attendance is 98.2. 
The clipping from the Davenport Dfmocrat 10 this column 'last week does 
not fairly prese;;:t the truth 10 regard to the acceptance of Miss White'i ser- '_ 
vices in that city. We are informed \:-y Supt. Y0un~ that her visit is very, 
' much enjoyed, and the schools are deriving much profit therefrom. The.new 
books win be used as soon as an adjustment can be made. . 
Supt. Speer, in his "cobm'!," rese~ts the intimation that teachers sh:>uld Be 
paid by school boards for time spent in attendance at institutes, the same as 
if teaching, and that tlrey should be given their board by citizens. "If teacli-
ers do not receive encugh to place them beyond the necessity of asking alms" 
they had better bid good bye to the profession, and seek employment eISe-
where. The public goo"d does not demand that the children , of this common-, 
wealth be instructed by mendicants." 
, The Pilot 'of Emmetsburg reports the institute at that place as "the. m~t 
successful one f<!r ,many years." The instructors never appeared to be more 
imbued with the greatness and grandness of their duties." Prof. Wernli was 
instructQr, and Mrs. A. B. Billington, of Marion, acted as assistant,-{eac;hing 
history and geography. County Superinten~nt Henry Perkins also assisted. 
The institute lasted two weeks. . 
Mrs. A. E. Thomas, former principal of Beacon and New Sharon schools, 
and now of the Casey, Iowa, schools, had the misfortune lately to loose by 
death her only daughter, the young wife of M3. Pierce Ratcliff of New ·Sliaron_ •. 
-Her acquaintances and friends deeply sympahize with her in her affliction. 
Proi. J. W. Woody, former President of Penn College, latterly of"the .Os; 
kaloosa B'ar, has left Iowa t9 take charge of Friend'~ Boarding Scho~l, at, 
New Garden, N. C • . His many friends wish him success. . 
Oskaloosa Cprege ,and Penn College are ,bot~ running "in full blast," each 
having the largest enrollment for the time of year, that they haye had for sev-
eral years. P~esidents Carpenter and Trueblood are managi.ng these ~nstitu­
tions successfully. May it alw~ys continue. "' 
A. C. Bell is the new principal at Deita; Z. W. Thomas at Searsboro; J • 
D .. Yocum at New Shar0n; and Geo. H.:Zane at Fourth Ward, O.kaloosa, . 
all of Oskaloosa and all are doing good wor)t in their respective places. 
J. W. Johnson, former County Superintendent of M lhaska Co., latterly City 
Superintendent of Knoxville schoo!,;, has returned to Oskaloosa and is again 
numbered among her 'citizens. 
Miss' Ida Eno~, ~fthe Oskaloosa scho::lh, lias resigned on account -Of sick-
ness, and Miss Bell Kizor is thus addc:d to the O.;kaloosa corps. 
'. A friena, at Ovid writes: ".our school has opened with most encouraging 
: prospects. Our building has been repaired and neatly calcimined and new 
furnaces replace old vnes. The teachers are·:' Principal, W. S. Webster; 
'. Gmmmar department,- Ella,M: Nt:thaway; Second IJ1termediate, Emma D. 
,Webster; First Intermediate, Minnie, E . Bennett; Second primary, Anna 
", ~wlby; First primary, Rubie H. White. INDIANA.-The Indiana State University has recently i"ece~ved a visit from 
There are 153 'pupils in the Battle Creek high school, 70 o{whom are n~n.( a com~ittee appointed to make a careful examination of tne. workings of tlie 
residenp •. ' - ' UniverSity and to report 'to the citizens of the state. This committee, ·con-
;. Tlu University.-Prof. J. W. Dangley, of the University, gave an ·exhibi- sisting of state Sup't J. H: Smart, .:8Upit" elect J~ M. Bloss, and R~v •. ~r. 
'. tioll of his :g}ectric light on Thursday evening. at, Ailes' fpuhdry. The exhi- Mabie~ has completed its observations and expresse. great"sati"sfaction in the -
:. biti~n was' very successful in all rd pects·. Four separate lights wer:.e furnIsh- condition and management of tfie ·institution. The University, on account of _ 
- ed, thiee' 011 them from one machine run by about four horse power,' and the its location. does ,not' receive the patronage from the northern port!<?n of the 
_ ... ,( ligh~_ were , rema;kably steady, ' Prof. Langley having invented a lamp by state tliat its merits should ' commlnd. The studen~ nearly all come from 
- means of which, he is enabled to control and very largely prevent the flicker- the southern portion of the state. An anti-Greek society has been organized' 
' ing;,whicli is one of.t1le principal drawBacks of other 'electric lights. Several by the students, and is said to be causing the Greeks some anxiety. . 
of Prof. Langley's machines ar.e in use in tpis and othel' states. The 'cost of The county medic~ society, during the last year, was greatly distu\1bed. by .fhe-ligb~ is only about two' or .tliree 'eenis per hour fo~ -eacli lamp. Prof. Lang- the sanitary, condition of. the 'Indianapolis public schools, and a committee of 
' ley's light promis~ tp be cheaper and better than any o.tlfer now tn use.--· inquiry and suggestion was appointed. A full history of their proceedings 
An" '1:6or Registl1'.---The tliird ~dition of D~. V. C. Vattgh~n's "Che,micaJ., • woUld make ,exceedingly entertaitiing reading. Tlie ' com~ttee ~has -
, , 
., ' 
, . 
• 1 ~' 
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"thrown up the sponge" or in other words, dissolved without making a re-
_ port. The proverbial tendency of doctors to disagree seems to have been 
the cause for this lame and impotent conclusion. We hope before long to be 
able to furnish the full history of the labors of the learned committee. The 
conct"usion impressed upon the mind of a ' careful observer 01 the committee's 
labors and consultations, is that the sanitary conditions of the schools are about 
" as good as is po;sible to make them, and that the children. in the schools are, 
on the whole, healthier and less exposed to contagion than they would be at 
home or on the streets. 
WISCONSIN.-The action of ,the Wi.sconsin M. E. Conference in expelling 
Elder Carhart, after a full and thorough investigation, will be approved by 
all, though the specific grounds of expulsion may seem strangely taken. Mr. 
Haddock. had preferred four charges against Elder 'Carhart, viz.: dishonesty, 
perjury, lying, and imm?ral and unchristian conduct. There were fifteen of 
the committee, who unanimously sustained the first three, but one man with 
. a ~ingular philosoph:c mind thought that a man might be guilty of dishonesty, 
lying, and perjury, and yet not guilty of immoral and 'unchristian conduct ~ 
Under these four charges there were twenty specifications, sixteen of which 
were sustained. 
We welcome to our table the Oshkosh Nortnwutern. We hope to be able 
to gather fresh educational news from its columns. Th~ norm31 sch06~ 
l~cated there is one of the best in the country, and the high school has a';l 
. enviable reputation throughout the state. i 
Teachers in' the Sheboygan schools for this year are: C. W. Tufts, M. A t 
Principal; Mrs, Gertrude ,L. Tufts, Assistant; Mrs. M. C. Patten, Germa* 
Teacher; Miss Nellie R. Bacon, 1st and 2nd Grades; Miss Emma L. Smith:, 
3rd Grade; Miss Nellie Swartout, 4th Grade; MIss Ellen McClements, 5tll 
'Grade; Miss Annie R. Reed, 6th Graee; Miss Lizette Stamm, 7th Grade i 
Miss Grace White, 8th Grade; Miss Kane, 9th Grade; Miss Sara Hough~ 
loth Grade; Miss Agnes Griffith, 11th Grade. Third' Ward-Miss t.izzi~ 
McClements, Principal; Miss Lizzie Kropf, .Assistant. Fourth 'Ward-Mt. 
Albert W~ight, Principal; Miss .Esther Ph~lm, 1st A;ssistant; Miss Lucy 
Wilyns, 2nd Assistant. Fifth Ward-Mr. W. N. Bradford, Principal; Mi~ 
Zufelt, Assistan t. , , 
F. P. Secor, formerly of the class of" '80," Univerloity of Michigan, is 
Principal of the Chippewa Falls schools., 
Prof. McMahvn, formerly of the public school of Milwaukee, and a grad, 
uate of Michigan University, is principal of Olle of the Manitowoc schools. 
Prof. Leach, who taught last year in a private school in Racine, has charge 
of the Kenosha schools this year. ' . , 
' L. D: Harvey, formerly prinCipal of t~e Sheboygan City schools; has com-
m~nced the practice of law. 
The scheiol .a:t H~zel Green is in charge of Mr. Frank Moore, and is re-
- ported liS in a, healthy. co~dition.. . , ... ' 
Homer Ternllis prmclpal at Highland; thiS IS hiS second year there. 
Prof. George Beck, 01 the Platteville Normal School, offers Webster's Un-
abridged Dictionary for eight dollals.:...!his is a rare chance to buy. I 
ILLINOIs.-Effingham haslwo principals this year, and he!lce two separate 
schoOls. The West school is under the charge of C. S. Page, of Champaign" 
assisted by Misses Hattie Fuller, Mary Has.brouck, and Mrs. Harrington; 
while th~ East school is under the management of W. E. ~ann, of Sparta, 
Ill., assisted ' by Misse: Lillian Stoner, Jennie Hilton, and Ruby Wl).ittlesey. 
The schools have begun this year under much more favorable circumstances 
th~n heretofore, the school buildings ' having both been entirely reinodeled 
and repainted, with the addition of much new furni~ure and apparatus_ ' 1;he 
s~hools are in a prosperous condition and the teachers have made arrange;-. 
ments for a Monthly Institute, which will meet on the last Saturday of each 
month. 
The Highland School report just at ha~d gives the following list of teach:-
ers': Principal, Theodor,e Adelmann; ~ssistants, Miss E. Livermore, Arthur 
Oehler, Miss Greda Rietmann, Miss E. Boeschenstein, Miss Louise Rouriet, 
Miss L . Boeschenstein, Miss E. Todd. The Highlll,nd schools, and ·their 
teachers, have a 'good reputation throughout the state. 
Superintendent Raab's report to the board of education. of Bel!eville is one 
which other superintendents will'read with interest. 
• I The Executive Committee,e are pushing their plans for having a rousing 
~ 'good time an'd an intellectual feast at the m~ting of the' ,State Teachefs' As-
• ~ciation next winter. We. hope to publish the complete program Jlext weeR. 
_' A)1 ~ffort- will 'be made ,to' have tpe largest attendance ever. recorded at-any of , 
• '. meetings~., Make' your plans to. go. : '., ... , 
'- -
The result of the first count of population according the schedules returned . 
to the Census office by the enumerators gives Chicago 503.053. 
Normal Notes -Mrs. Marietta Hayts Smith, an old-time Normallite, visited 
her ,aquaintances here recently. Her husband, Rev. Harry A. Smith, has, 
built up a flourishing Baptist church at Tampico; 111., but has lately resigned • 
his pastorate with a view of locating elsewhere.--Charles E. Blake is prin-
cipal of schools at Rock City, Stephen~on county. He haS been doing good 
work as local agent for the WEEKLY. --John W. Parr, formerly a teacher 
in Mt. Morris Seminary, is now a student in Chicago Theological Seminary. 
--B. W. Baker, formerly principal of the grammar school, is now pastor of 
the M. E. church at Sheldon, Iroquois county.--.George Blount is doing 
his second year's work as superintendent of schools at Macomb. We hear-
most favorable reports of his work~Z. F. Larrick, of this place, takes a' : 
country school near Danvers, McLean county.--J. P. Yoder still has charge 
of the village schools at Danvers.--S. E. Gilbert takes a school in West 
township, McLean.--Samuel W. Garman is still engaged in scientific work 
iu connection with Harvard. 
Champaign sent a delegation of about sixty to accompany her orator to the 
Galesburg contest. The school uniform contributes niuch to the appearance 
of a band of students thus-going abroad.--Dr. Gregory addressed a politi-
cal meeting at Clinton lately and made a model campaign speech, free from "-
uncouth expressions, interesting, and logical. Juhn F. Burrill, a br<lther of 
the professor, was killed Oct. 15 by the running away of his team.--The 
officers of the veterans are not elected by the company as heretofore. but re-
ceive their places by appointment.--The university mourns the recent 
death of two former students, J. W. Lamson, and G. H. Stevens.--Prof. 
Don Carlos Taft was recently called to East Lynn, Vermilion county, to in' 
spect the mastodon skeleton found there. The animal must have hod a girth 
of eighteen feet. The professor made the discovery the text for a geologi~al 
lecture to the citizens in the evening. 
Moultrie county institute for October met at Sullivan • . Pres. Calloway is . 
principal of schools at Bethany. Exercises were given by Messrs. Cokenower; 
Rose, and Steams. The nl:xt session will be at Bethany, Nov. 2!? Mr, 
Sanders, Messrs. Snapp and Sharp are program committee. John A. Shortess 
teach es this winter at,Owasco school house. . 
Knox county will have' its regular annual institute at the Thanksgivi'lg 
time.-r--Qalesburg schools enrolled 1,632 during the month of Septembe~. 
--Miss West has settled seventeen cases of disputed elections during the 
past year and has answered twenty-five hundred official letters.--Professor 
Churchill of the college has been on the sick list for a while.--The students· 
are mak~ni preparations to give Dr. Bateman a rousing reception when he 
returns.--The Galesburg school board have emploYlld Prof. Martin, of the 
'business college, at a .S{Ilary of 145 per month to give writing lessons in the 
high school and the highest grade of the grammar schools.--Miss West 
does a goog thing to mention what improvements the various school boards 
make ' in the matter of school premises, apparatus, etc. If directors would 
more generally get credit for what they do, they ' would. nore generally do 
something. • 
'Macon county 'teachers have a column in the Decatur papers as often as 
they choose to furnish the matter for it, wliich is about twice a month once \ 
' . ' when they want to announce wbat.ls to occur at the institute, again when they . 
want to announce what has occurred.--Maroa school girls are. greatly ex~ 
cited poli~ically. October 9 the Garfield giris had a procession and a pole 
raising, a week later the Hancock maidens retaliated with a similar perform. 
ance. No viole.nee has yt't been reported.--Decatur· enrolled in September 
1,647 pupils. 'The city institute for October met,on the 16th. Lessons on 
Chaucer, Falling Bodies, aneI Dictionary Work were conducted by Messrs. 
Gastman, Henderson, and WilkInson respectively. A discussion on the ~ses 
and"abuses of the . marking system was led by Mrs. Montgom~ry and Mrs. 
Evans, and participated in'by the teachers generally. ' . 
Miscdla,uous.-The enrollment of Higqland schools is 430. 'Fhe board 
. have just issued their first annual report. ·It contains also the superintendentls 
report an,d the course of study'.-Miss Hallie Todd, a for'l}ler Highland teach. 
er., was married October 4, to Louis A. Roberts a former Normalite. ___ . 
The schools of Louisville, Clay county, have an unus~ally larg~ atte~dance, -
and will probably find it necess;1ry to employ another teacher.- ·-Joliet i$ 
not so near'having a new high scbool as she t,hought. Tho~e of the' beard 
who' approve building are hunting up obstacles to throw in t!le way." }\\ft~r ' 
the contract was let alld the ·site chosen the astounding objection was made 1 
tnat the title.t,o the land is not gOod.~Paxton €ollegiate Institute em • 
[Concluded on paa;e 1140,] 
'. 
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SOME M ORNING ROSES. 
By TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
Ye must haye dropt down here last night 
from the skies, 
Though I can't see your little sky· wings, 
For there's not one look of this world 
in your eyes, 
You Beautiful Things! 
Not a look of its weariness, troubles, 
or cares, 
Not a hint of its earth·smell ye yield, 
But perfume, like incense of Angels' 
sweet prayers 
Wafted over God's field. 
This luminous white has (he pearly-
gate glow, . 
And this yellow the golden stre~ts see. 
This red is the sky.blush bloomed out 
on the bough 
Of some paradise tree, 
Then dipt in the river that quivers 
with light . 
Till the drops .:rystal down,-every on~ 
Into diamonds that flash 10 their 
sun~kindled white, 
From some Angel's crown. 
Perhaps some.gQod A!lgels, last night, 
i~ their spon 
Leaning over "The Wall" there, could see 
Us out in the dark, and "Poor children!" 
they thought, 
"How sad they must be!" 
"Some hearts thert. are desolate, weary, 
and loue; 
Let's throw this 'Good morning' of hope I" 
So over' the sky-wall these roses 
dropt down, 
To make us look up. 
THE LIBRARY. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. . 
A List of Books Recommend~1I jar Sunday School and Parish Libraries, 'by 
- the Church Library Association. List No. I. Cambridge, Mass. June, 
1880. 
. . ) 
First Annual Report of the Board of Education of the Public SchOl!ls of 
Highland, Illinois, for the Scholastic year 1879-80, with Superintendent's 
Report and Course of Study • • Theo •. Adelmann, Superintendent. 
Btlleville Public Schools. Seventh Annual Report, for the School year end-
ing June' 25, .1880, and various Supplementary ·Documents exhibiting the 
Condition of the SchQols. Henry Raab, Superintendent. 
A . Course of Lessons in Natural History.. Prepared for the Use of Teachers 
in the Public .Schools of St. Paul, Minn., and adapted to General Use in 
Schools. By H . W. Slack, Principal of the Humbold. School, St. Paul. 
, First Annual- Rlpor! of the B :>ar,l of Education of. .the City of Yanktown, 
Dakota Territory, together with an Appendix containing the School Regu-
lations. revised to date. For the year ending A:ugust 3~, 1880. WJUiam 
M. Bristoll, Se!=retary. 
--------~-------NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
A YEAR OF WRECK. A (rue Story. Bya Victim. New York: Harper & 
Brothers. 1880. pp. 47;Z. , 
NEW <i:OLORADO AND THE SANTA FE TRAIL. By A.. A. Hayes, Jr., A. M. 
Illustrated. 'New York: Harper & Brothers. 1880. 
MISELL>\NEOUS WOIlKS OF LORD MACAULAY. Edited by-his Sister, Lady 
Trevelyan. In five volumes . . New York: Harper & Brothers. 1880. 
THE.PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN; Embracing Girlhood, Maternity, and Mature 
Age, wi~ Essays OIl ,?oeducation of the Sexes iii M~~icine, t~e Physiolog-
ical. B,aS1S of Education, Temperance from a, Physlclan's.PolDt of View, 
and a Plea for Moderation. By Sarah Hackett Stevenson, M. D., Adjunct 
> , Professor of Obstetrics, and late Professor of J'hysioll!gy in the Woman's 
Medical €allege of Chicago. Chicago: Cushing, Thomas -& Co, \ 1886. 
THE rTAl.IA~ PllINCIPIA-PA.RT I. A ·First Italian Course containing a 
Grammar, Delectus, and Exercise Book with Vocabularies, OIT the plan, of 
Dr. William Smith's "Principia Latina."- .Harper & Br'?thers, Franklin 
Square. 1880. ' , 
'BYRON. By John Nichol. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1880. 
BRITISH THOUGHT AND THINKltRS: Introductory Studies. Critical, Bio. : 
graphical, and Philosophical. By George S. Morris, A. M. Chicago : S. 
C. Griggs & Co. 1880 .. Price, $1.75, I2mo., 388 pages. 
I THE NATURALIST ON THE RIVER AMAZONS. A Record of Adventures, 
Habits of Animals, Sketches of BraZilian and Indian Life, and Aspects of 
Nature under the Equator, during eleven Years of Travel.' By Henry 
Walter Bates, F. L. S. Part II. Number 12 of the Humholdt Library of, 
Popular Science Literature. J. Fitzgerald & Co .• New York. Price 15 
cents. 
NURSERY TILES. The Boys' and Girls' Painting Book. Comprising Twelve 
Tile Drawings for coloring. By G. F. R, with twelve jingley poems by 
C. D. B. Beautiful covers, in eight colors. Price, 50 cents. D. L~throp 
& Co., Boston, Mass. ' 
, FRANKLIN SQUARE LIBRARy. 
A Memoir of Rev. Sy dney Smitn, By his Daughter, Lady Holland, witb a 
Seiection from his Letters, edited by Mrs. Austin. (Abridged and Re-
arranged.) 
A Sailor's Sweetheart. An account of the Wreck of the Sailing Ship "Wal-
dershare," from the Narrative of Mr. William Lee, Second Mate. By W. 
Clark Russell. 
'lust as I am. A Novel. By Miss M. E. Braddon. 
Cast up by the Sea. By Sir Samuel W. B.lker, M. A., F. R. G. S. 
LordBrackmbury • . A Novel. By Amelia B. Edwards. 
All published by Harper & Brot~ers, New York, at 15 cents each. 
A 'Practical Arithmetic, desi~ried for Grammar Schools and Academie!i. By 
George E. S~ymour, A. M., Insu:uctor in the St. Louis High School. . St. 
.Louis: G. 1. Jones & Co. 1880. 
An Elementary Aritimutic. By George E. Seymour, A. M., Instructor ;n 
the St. Louis High School. St. Louis: G. I. Jones & Co. 1880. " , 
These two books constitute what is called Seymour's Arith-
metical Series. , An examination of their contents leads. Us '(~ 
the discovery of nothing essentially different from the conte~ts 
of scores of other arithmetics already before a long suffering 
public. It need not be said that we do not expect marvelous 
originality in a work on so common a branch of science as Arith-
metic, but we do believe it reasonable to expect modem book-
makers to cease promulgating the false definitions and awkward 
expre.;sio~s of the arithmetics of the past century. "Multiplica-
tion consists in repeating any number a given number of times;" , 
"Multiply eachfigure," etc.; "A Divisor ofa number is a num- -
ber that will exactly divide it;" "A multiple of any number is a 
number which will exactly contain it;" are on~y specimens of 
numerous expressions indicative of the fact that the books are 
mere transcriptions from various sources. They will doubtless 
be somew:hat used if discreetly and vi~orously pushed. 
Tnt Student's Shakesptare. Thirtv-seven plays, analyzed and topically 
arranged for the use of lJlergymen, Lawyers, Students, etc. By Henry J. 
Fox, D. D. Boston: B. A. Fowler & Co., 8 Hawley street, 1880. 
rhe genial, modest way in which ProfesSor Fox has presented 
this volume to the public in his preface is winning at the outset. 
A man who writes in that styfe-must have · the notions of a stu- _ 
dent's volume which will enable him to put the "right kind of 
malter together in just the right way. HI have endeavored, as a 
plain man, in a plain way, to put the thoughts of Shakespeare at 
the command of every ordinary English reader." Such a task, 
if well accomplished, is creditable to any man, whether plain ar 
professioD~l. . Shakespeare is a favorite author, yet his works- ~e 
so voluminous that the ordinary student is bewildered ,in under-
~a'king to become acquainted with them. Not one person in" a \ 
thousand has a conco~dance, and the aim of our compiler hils 
been so to group and classify the thoughts of the great author . 
t~at the ordinary student may easily find any quotation desited. 
His plan is to present in alphabetical order such a series of head- -
iogs and sub-headings as will serve to open the door to any _vGl-
ume" or work of the great author..-like keys to a th~urus pC 
knowle~ge. T~e volume conta~ns 625 large 'Octavo pagel!, and 
Oct. 28, 1.880] . The E~ucational Weekly~. 
to. &.11 so large a space with the selected sentiments of Sh~espeare 
. arranged under arbitrarily chosenlheadings requires something 
more than the accomplishments of a compiler-there must be 
the learning ofthe commentator, and the erudition ofthe critic, 
though these qualities may be disclaimed by the author. 
. No one capable of appreciating Shakespeare can fail to prize 
such a volume as this. It is a treasure to every lover of fine 
thoughts finely expressed. It giles 'us Shakespeare to read, or it 
reinforces our reading and thinking in other directions by the 
best and choicest quotations from the classic Bard of Avon. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
-Send to D. Lothrop & Co.; Boston, for specimens and 
prospectuses of their charming periodicals for children. Four 
illustrated serial~ are promised for Wide Awake in 1881. Only 
$2.00 a year. 
-The F(Jrtnightly Review for October contains "Irish Rents, 
I~provements, and Landlords," by Murrough O'Brien; "A Cen-
, turyof English Poetry," by Algernon Charles Swinburne; Cat-
tle Ranches in the Far West"; "County Constituencies-A 
Plan oC-Reform," by T. W. Fowle; "Are We Englishmen?" 
by Grant Allen; "Political Economy in the United States", by 
T. E. C. Leslie; "The Tragic Comedians; A Study in an Old 
Story"," by Ge()rge Meredith; "Home and Foreign Affairs;" 
"The Tru.upet Major," Chapters XXXI. to XXXIV., by Thom-
as Hardy. George Munroe, Publisher, 17 to 27 Vandewater 
street, New York. Price 2() cents; $2.25 per "mnum. 
-Most boys and girls have a limited acquaintance with the 
use of the brush and water color paints. For such as wish to 
cultivate the art beyond whafis usually done, Messrs. D. Loth-
rop & Co. have published a little book called Nursery TIles, or 
the Boys' and Girls' Pai~ting Book. It contains a beautiful dec-
orative picture for, each mont~; with a c?llection Qf rhymes , 
'Uustrated in outlines w~ich may be colored so as greatly to 
1 . ' , 
. interest the children. Suggesl10ns and examples are furnished 
at the beginning of the bpok. This will make a good Christ-
mas present: ' 
_Lippincott's Magazine will enter upon a new series with the 
year 1881. . A mar~ed change:in t~e magazine is announced to 
. - take place the'l. FIrSt, the pnce· wlll be reduced to three dol-
lars per annu~, or twenty-five cents per number. Second, new 
and attractive features will be added rendering the magazine 
somewhat lighter in· character than hitherto, though maintaining 
the sam.! high literary standard as in the past. Special promi-
nence will be ' given to topics "that concern actual ljfe, its 
interests, social aspects, and various phases, pathetic and amus-
ing, presented i.n vivid pictures and grap?ic sk~tches. T~e .l~s.t 
of writers wjll mclude many new contnbutors, fresh edltoolal 
departments will be added, and illustrations; carefully extended, 
will continue to 'hold a phce." . 
_Lippincott s Magazine .was not once a favorite with us, 
but since it has pecome a regular visitor to the editorial sanctum 
we have become more familiar with its distinctive featur~s, and 
have come to regard it as one of the most interesting m~gazines 
published. : It furnishes the absorbing story that ?ri~gs rest .to 
the weary mind, tpe'instructive essay n~t too profound for .the 
ordinary thinker, poetry that i~ enjoyable, while the "Monthly 
Gossip"', and "Literature ofthe Da.V'" is very suggestive arid use-
ful. The October number is not behind ifs pr.edecess~rs. There 
are ;ever~l artidell in this · number [hat might be mad~ useful i~ 
. the school·room. A cliapt~r of AmeItidlD /Exploration .. descri~es 
f ... , • • , . 
the perilous journey of Major Powell and his party through the 
wonderful Canons of Colorado. It is very finely illustrated 
and could be. made very effective in awakening interest in 
Geography classes. "Seven Weeks a Missionary" relates some 
curious experiences in the Island of Hawaii. This is very inter-
esting, and would enable the class to realize that people really 
lived there and were worth hearing about. As Geography is too 
often taught, it is merely memorizing certain locations, that are 
forgotten as soon as recited. "Glimpses of Portugal and 'the 
Portugese" is another well written article, that could be made 
use of in the same way. "A Natural BalOmeter" would be 
interesting in the Natural History class, "Old Companion of 
Napoleon III." in History. "Findelkind of Martinswand," by 
Ouida, would interest the little ones, when story day comes . 
round. The poems in this number are good, and the serial 
story reaches an exciting crisis. Decidedly, Lippincott's Maga- . 
zine is worth having. 
THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1880. 
-The Indian chief Victoria, with the most of his' band, has been killed 
by General Terespas, a Mexican officer. 
-Negotiations were held at Rjeka, October 17, with reference to the sur· 
render of Dulcigno, at which time the Sultan stated the conditions upon 
which he would consent to the surrender. These conditions were regarded 
as a mere pretext for delay, and were not accepted. He then ordered Riz~ 
Pasha to surrender Dulcigno within five days under any circumstances, alld 
the main objections of the Montellegrins were then withdrawn. Meantime 
Germany made propositions to Austria and France for 'a speedy and pacifif 
settlement of the question. England is disturbed at the relucta.nce of the 
Powers to exert a more decisive pressure upen the Sultan, and the Greeks 
are "spoiling for a fight" with Turkey to get possession of wh~t they claim 
rightfully belongs to them by the term, of the Berlin treaty. The pro";pect is ' 
that Dulcigno will be surrendered ·very soon, and that a little patience on tpe 
part of" Greece will prevent a most serious complication of affairs, which would 
in aU probability· throw aU Europe again into war. 
, -The miners throughout Belgium are on. a strike . 
-u. S. ~1inister Christiancy submitted a proposition to Chili and .Peru 
looking to a conference with a view t.> the adoption of terms of peace be- . 
tween those nations. The prop;)sition was accepted but ' the effort proved 
fruitless, and the war continues. 
-Matters of a political natur~ se~m to be compl.ratively quiet in FriL~ce, 
but there is evidently fire beneath the surface. The Chambers has been con-
voke~ for the ninth of November. , The dangerou; question is that of enforc-
ing the decrees again~t unauthorizetl religious congr~gation§. These reFg-
ious houses are barricading their doors to keep out the enemy. , 
-England considers the most serious of her troubles in India at an end 
and has ordered home large bodies of her troops; 
"":The Czar of Russia is dangerously ill. 
-The disturbances in Ireland continue to incre~e, and ha~e now assumed 
a serious aSpect. ' Additional police have been sent to County Kerrry and 
County Galway. Gladst'Jne is denounced as doing harm to Ireland by the ' 
pursuit of his policy in the East. The leaders of the Land League are to be 
indicted, among them J,1mes Redpath, th e special correspondent of .the ~"t'r 
Ocean. They will be taken to England for trial. F~ars of an outbr.eak lire 
entertained, as excitement is at the highest pitch. Troops have been ordered 
to County Mayo and Galway. 
======== 
-A youth ·refused to ta.~e a pill. His crafty mother thereupon placed the 
pill in a preserved peach and gave it to him. Presently she asked: "Tom, 
nave you eaten the peach ?" He replied 'IV Os, mother, all but tl)e s~ed." 
-Next to silence-com.es brevity-the wise mlm's stre~gth anq the' fool'S' ' 
refuge. 
-A mosquito always settles· before he presents his bill. 
, /' -The tree keeps' its' trunk in gpod grder during'. the winter so that 'it will 
be ready to leave early in the spring. 
-Patrick (dressing fO,f'a' party:) ."Bedad, now, ljhan't be abie to get .o~ 
~ese boots til". I've wom.tliem a time or two." I ..._ 
( . 
", 
The Educational Weddy. Number J75 
[Illinois school news, from page 237'] 
ploys four teachers • . Great success is reported,---N~rthem "Illinois Col-
lege at' Fulton has an attendance one hundred per cent greater than last year. 
This is not very definite, but it is the 'fact.--Principal Cummings of Watse-
ka has trouble witb his A class on account of some change made or desired 
in the school course. Ther~ are two lessons in this. One is that a new 
teacher should be careful about innovationq, tbe other that it is not best to ex-
plain even in the local paper what should be known by but few and quickly 
forgotten where it is known.--A Woodstock paper quotes all article show-
ing the evils resulting to Chicago from 'the abolition of corporal punishment. 
Surely Woodstock can be in no immediate danger of those evils, for we re~d 
from the school report in the same p:lper that for the m.mth ending October' 
12, there were 80 c',rpora! puni5hments. The average doily attendance for 
the same month, 280.--Quincy has not yet settled the question -of negroes 
in schools. "How long, etc.?"--Wllmington teachers held their third reg· , 
ular meeting of this year, October IS. Th~y had classes in Alithmetic and 
Geography a select reading, an essay, a phonetic drill, and a discussion of . 
"'How to improve the language of school children."---Supt. Mann, of 
Kane county, sends thr~ughout his county a neat little plan of work for the 
. schools. We wish all our superintendents would continue to demand syste-
, matic work in the country schools.---'{'he te~chers of eight townships in 
the neighborhood of Tolono met at that place October 23, to organize a per-
manent association and map out the year's work.---Springfield had a very 
interesting meeting of her teachers, Oct. 16, President Hannon occupied 
the chair, and Principal Fdtshans conducted the aevoti'onal , exercises. Miss , 
Sell gave an exercise on writing. Supt. Brooks then createa no little pleas- ' 
antry by ar.nouncing that he had something from Mr. Hancock which lie 
wIshed to present to the teachers: He read from the report of Supt.- John' 
.Hancock 'of Dayton, the school causes of myopia. The session closed with 
the study of Chaucer, Mr. Feitshans leading in the lesson. 
Bfir,tau County teachers had an institute at Buda, October 23. On the 
program wc!re exescises by W. R. Green of Neponset, J. b, Leslie of Prince-
ton, W. H. Robinson of Arlington, S, G. Paddock, and Supt. Harrington· 
--Miss Ida Frydenger, a Cerro Gordo teacher, drove across the Wabash 
just in front of the paymaster's traID. She was thrown about IS feet, the 
buggy about finy; she escaped uninjured, the buggy was a total wreck. Who 
but a school-marm could have escaped so well ?--Principal Boltwood 
- of Ottawa is publishing in the Rtpublican some good articles on the diction-
ary in the school room. He draws some rich illustrations from his experience. 
He has found fifty-eight different spellings of the word kerosene He argues 
that such care~e.ss spelling shows ' careless pronunciation. He ment ions the 
common error in Greek History of putting Bo-eetia for Bee-otia. The type-
s~tter _still furth,er illustrates Mr. B's point by spelling the latter word BO,cotia. 
We- sympathize with anyone who may not 'read his proof for bimqelf. ' 
, The annual II)eeting of the county superin~ndent's sec60n of The Illinois 
' ~tate Teacher's Association Will be held at Sprillgfield, Illinois, December 
27 and 28, Program.-First session-Monday evening, 7:30. ,District School 
Libraries, WIlliam Hawley Smlth, Bloomington. 8:30. General Discussion: 
How to Make School Visitation Profitable; to be led 'by Mary Allen West, 
I Galesburg. Second session-Tuesday , A. M. 9:00 Discussion: Wbat 
Ame~dmi:nts, if any, are desirable to the School Liw? to be led by T. 1. Lee 
, r , 
Charleston. 11:00. How to Secure -Increased Efficiency on the Part of 
School,Directors. Robert W. Orr, Taylorville; H. C. Paddock, Kankakee. 
~. J. Rourke, Springfield. Third session-Tuesday P.M. 2:~0 Teachers~ 
Institutes, James E. Pillsbury, Peoria. 3:00 General Discussion: Hindranc~~ 
' and How Best to Overcome Them; to be led by Hon. James p. Slade; ·A. G. 
Lane, Chicago; J. F. Perry, Joliet. A. R. Sabin, R. Williams, Mary I. 
l~eed, Execuiive Committee. 
The IlJini says s(:mething that will apply to other literary societies as 
well,: 
bish clamor of ' striking' pal:Ds, The dinned ears of timid visitors doubtless 
suffer acutely during a long se.'sion of admiring explana~ion points ,of so:und• 
Does it not look to them as if all the members were saymg by theIr actlons~ 
"We ;lre a set of remarkably brilliant fellows, and we all deserve praise': ? 
We don't know positively whether they loolc at it in that way or not, but If. 
they do, doubtless they are highly disgusted." 
STUPID POSTMASTERS. 
There are somethings in the experience of a publisher which try the pa-
tience, if not the piety, of the best of us. In the columns of his paper a pub-
lisher usually tries to speak amiably and in good temper, but only his right 
hand neighbor knows the depths os his iqdignation as expressed in spoken 
words before those published words were written. 
For instance, it not unfrequently happens that teachers (and it is barely 
possible that even teachers betray' a little stupidity, if not, meanness, in some 
of their dealings with publishers) change their residence during the course,of 
the time when the WEEKLY is being sent to them. In such case the prdper 
thing to do is to notify the postmaster of the change, and it ~hen becomes 
his duty to notify the publisher of every paper which comel to his office ado . 
dressed to that teacher that his address has 'been changed, and every post-
master is furnished by the government with blank forms and stamped envel-
opes for doing that very thing. But here is where the stupidity is seen. Safng 
nothing about the subscriber who fails to receive his paper, failing also to no 
tify the publishers of the fact for a yell-r or more, it is a dereliction of duly in 
any postmaster to permit a paper to he sent to his office for successive weeks . 
wh~n he knows the party to whom it i5 addressed receives his mail at another 
pl~ce: And such cases are not rare. The hw provides that anyone who' 
takes a periodical from the post office is liable for the subscription price, 
postmasters 110t txupted, and there are several such postmasters in the west 
who are "liable" to us for a year or more of THE' EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
Sometimes an error is made by some one-subscriber, agent , 9r clerk, in 
naming the post-office when the subscnption is first ordered, and the paper ~s 
sent to the wrong place for a year, when a circular nOlice of expiration or 
, ~oney due is sent and the fact discovered that some dilinquent postrnaste\, . 
has been appropriating the paper to his own use for the whole time. 
If postmasters were our subscribers they 'would read this squib, but as they 
are not, (we have indicated above now they get their periodicals) it can ben-
efit only those who are careless about informing us when they fail to receive 
their paper. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-Any of our subscribers who ha'{e kept the WEEKLY or ?ther papers in 
the Emerson binder, can at any time remove tbem from tbls aQ-d ~eculely 
bind them for pre3ervation in the Library Binder. This bin~er has been 
constantly growing in favor with .those who are. in nee~ of ~ ~beap but strC?ng 
binding fo\' ~rmanent use. It ~s the, perfectIOn of s.lmphcltJ:" The ~tnps; 
which are so Important a feature .n the Emerson, are, ID the Library Bmder, 
simply an extension of the sides, formirig a perfect hinge, allowing the ~o~ 
to open freely, ana yet strong enough to hold the sides to the volume until It 
is entirely worn out. The two si,des, heing manufactured separately, are , 
easily bouud on a book of any desired thickness, eitber with or without an 
extra cloth .back, as preferred. If anyone wishes to have any magazines, 
paper covered books, or periodicals bound in either the' Emerson or ~e 
Library Binder, they may send them to us, or leave them at our office, and 
we will return them securely bound, for ,the cost of the binder alQne. 
-I am much pleased with the WEEKLY and wi.h you success.-Nnuark, 
Ohio. . . ' 
-I am going to try and get ~ur teachers about Iiete to take the WEEKLY, 
because I know it will do them good.-Chaumont, N.' Y. 
-H. B. Bryant's Chicago BusinCl's College is one of tpe solid institutions 
of Chicago, and afto'rds the best 'introduction to business life. ' . 
-HOllSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE rest6res enfeebled dige; 'ion, imparting 
vitality, and correcting the feeling of lassitud,e so common in mid-summer. 
/ • "There is a usele~s, unpleasant: and insane custom 'which b:'as 'grown-to ,be 
one of, tne leading features of all our society meeting!'. We mfan the· 
applauding which follows each production, no matter what its nature or what 
the rendering of it may be. Now applause of this kind expresses nothing, 
and-less than nothing. If it means anything at all it is only that no distinction 
,is maile between good and bad productions, ~<\l' all are received with like favor. 
Surely, no one is ever gratified when after having read a carefully prepared 
article, or delivered a well studied oration, he recei. es a heartless broadside 
of noisy hand-clapping. Did not the same delightful demonstration folloW! 
the hobbling declamation of. tliat, fellow J9nes, although he broke down an 
innumerable nUIllber of 'times dnring its delIvery? To receive applause oi, 
t!Jis undiscriminating kjnd is not a pleasure, but is rather an annoyance. 
Then ,if if me'ans"nothing, why nqt dispense ~ith it and with, the bodily toil. 
which it impo!!cs? A sedate silenc~ is muc~ more ~coming than the ~ob-
"Don't know balftbelr Value." 
. "TJiey cured me of.Ague, Billiousness, and Kidney Complaint, as recom-
mended. I had half a: bottle left which .1 used for my two little ,girls, w~o 
the doctor and neighbors said could not b.e cure,d: , I would have lost both 
of them one night 'if , I had flot given them Hop Bitters. They did tliem so 
much good 1 continued their use until th,ey were' 'Cured. That is w~y 1 say 
YOIl do not know half the value of Hop Bitters, and do not recommend them 
,high enough".-B., Rochester, N. Y. See another column.-Amtrica .. 
Rural Homt. . 
, The/~ & Weekly" is sent, to subscribers titlordered disco,,-
ttnued, and arrearages paid a~cording to. po,~f:al requwe-
menta. ' 
--
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THE SCHOOL-GIRL. 
BY W_ H. V,ENABLF.. 
From some'sweet home the .morning train 
Brings to the City, 
Five days a week, in sun or rain,-
Returning like a song's refrain,-
A school· girl pretty. 
A wild-flower's unaffected grace 
Is dainty miss's; 
Yet in her shy, expressive face 
The touch of urban arts I trace, 
And artifices. 
No one but she and heaven knows 
Of what she's thinking I 
It may be either bgoks or beaux, 
Fine scholarship, or stylish clothes, 
Per cents, or pinking. ' 
How happy must the household be 
This'morn, who kissed her I , 
, Not every one can m~ke so free. 
Who sees her, inly Wishes she 
Were his own sister. 
How favored is the book she cons, 
The slate she uses, 
The hat she lightly doffs and dOlls, , 
The'orient sun,shade that she owns, 
The desk she chooses. 
Is miss familiar with the wars 
Of Julius Cllesar? . 
Do crucibles and Leyden Jars, 
And French and earth and sun and stars, 
And Euclid, please her? 
She studies music, I opine; 
o day of knowledge! 
And all the other arts divine, 
Of imitation and design; , 
Taught in the college. 
A charm attends her everywhere,....,.. 
. A sense of beauty; 0 
Care smiles to see her free of care; 
The hard heart loves her unaware; 
Age pays her duly. 
She is protected by the sky; 
, Good spirits tend her; 
Her innocence is panoply; 
God's curse upon the miscreant lie, 
Who dares offend her! 
" -N. e,. 70U,.. of Ed. 
AN EXPLANATION. 
LOCKPORT, ILL., 1880-10-22. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO.: 
J)ta,. Sirs :-Please explain the false statement 
in an issue o(your WEEKLY, saying in substance 
'that the Educational Ntws Gleam,. is dead? It is 
a serious matter to make such. a mistak.e, and we 
look for handsome apologies in an early iss,l!e. 
Our. paper was never so financially strong-never 
bad more friends-nor more rapidly growing lists, 
and because I find professional work more con-
o genial tq, my tastes, and place, more of the business 
part in the hands of another, who takes charg~ of 
the Chicago office to enable,me to be out"of the 
CIty, it does not necessarily follow that we have 
died from eating stubble. Very Truly, 
L. W. ApPLEGATE, 
Prop. 
We straightway proceed" to make the "handsome 
aPology." We wish we could believe all the good 
things 'said of the Ntws Gltantr by its devoted 
proprietor, bu,t from a personal knowledge of the . 
facts we are cpmpelled to regard them as mere 
!Juncom!Jt. But with that we have nothing' to ,do 
at pr~ent • . We are asked to "explain." We sdd 
the paper was not to be found in the city~d it 
was not; -t~at its publisller ,~ad "received a' call'" 
to a southern suburb-and he is there yet; that we 
had not seen a copy of the paper for several months 
and were unable to find anyone who had.-and 
the case is still unchanged, etc., etc., etc: But as 
to details 
MI. Applegate's type.setters came to our office 
and asked for work,'reporting an utter rout in the 
office of the Gltatte,.-type. cases, etc .• all hurrying 
away at the word of the constable. A search for 
the • 'proprietor" a few weeks later resulted in, fail-
ure. We were told he had left some time before 
and was "preaching in Lockport." We went to 
his press-room, and inquired for him or his paper. 
Alas, his press-man was looking for him also, and 
wanted to sell a certain claim he had on the con-
cern. We repaired to the post·office and inquired 
if the paper was still mailed there, and were met 
with the inquiry from the receiving clerk as to 
where he might collect for the postage due on the 
last batch of papers sent out-a month or more be-
fore. Another efhrt to find a trace of what was 
once so mighty, revealed the possiblt fact that the 
paper was printed somewhere in the country. Still 
another call, on one who had known something of 
the difficulties connected with the loss of type. gave 
no further information. And lastly we were our· 
selves sought-first by the postmaster for payment 
oC postage whicr. might possibly have been left 
with us,~ then by shU another printer who wanted 
to know where he could find the man for whom he 
had d~ne some work a couple of months before, 
and lastly by a few advertisers and others who 
were becoming anxious fo~ the fate of ,the great 
"Educational Newspaper Union," which is really 
great in the estimation of its "proprietor," but in 
, the estimation of others a great imposition upon 
the-innocent teacher. 
This • ';pology" is as "handsome" as we can 
make it, and we trust will "explain" the matter to 
the satisfaction of Mr. Applegate. 'If he insists 
upon our telling still more of the details" he must 
not hold us responsible. 
T rj n' III D han t 0 V 8 r A II ! 
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lahel is the last number for \Vhich you have paid. 
YOUR NAME can not be found on our list unless vie know 
the name of your post office and sial.. Please bear 
this in mind 10 writing to us. 
TERMS OF ,SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), ".50; if paid in advance, ".00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), I.50; H " 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75;" .. .65 ' 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. ' 
ADVERTISING RATBS FOR SINGLB INSBRTION! 
Per Line, (Nonpareil.) ,. .15 One Column (10 in.) S 8.00 
One Inch, 1.50 One-half inSIde Page, 10.00 
Two lnche., •. 75 One·half ou.side Page, 1 •. 00 
Three Inches, • ".00 Full inside Page, 15.00 
Five inches (r.I col.) 5.00 Full outside Page, 20.00 
Special notices, 40 cents per ine. brevier wide measure. ~ 
Discount 5 per cent (or -4 insertions; 10 per cent for. 10 
insertions; IS per cent for 20 insertions ; 25 per cent for 40 
insertions . 
Add one·fifth for choice of position. 
Add one-tenth for e. o. w. or monthly insertions. 
Add one cent per line for every change of copy. 
Smaner advertisements may be displaced for a ·full·page 
advertisement. 
No advertisem~nt will be received for less dian ooe dollar. 
Orders from c;trangers must be paid monthl., in advance. 
All adfl.rlis.m.IIls ;uDUsk.d/our .}' ",.r ... IIuf"Ufl6 
lim,. ill lit. wetkly .diU ... a,.. ;"otis/ltd in lac" "(01Itltl,, 
Idition fret 0/ c"arg. wlu'l. r,," .. i"l in Ikl wtlkly. 
Address all communications to 
S. R : WINCHELL & CO •• Chicago. 
N e r V 0 u s De bi I fty 
Cured Without Medicines. 
Our Special Ga,lvanJc Appllances reach at onCe 
the seat of disease, and tbeir Electro·Galvanlc action is 
upon the cent e ot the NERVOUS, MUSCU.LAR. aiid 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
V-:tTAL FOEl.O:mS, 
, DOST MANHOOD. 
And curing the worstca.es of Seminal Weakness. Exhaus-
tion, ImpotencY, and all Diseases and Weakness of the 
Urino_-,enital organs. . 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscrell.>n lack nerVe 
force and fall to attain strength. M.1DDLE·AGED MEN' 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN altrll'llte- lluir loas .". 
energy and vitahty to the natural progress of qe 
and decay. To one and nil we can say that nature merely 
wants' IUd, NA TIIIVLL aid. which our a appliances 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every case short of structuJ1ll· do-
generation. Special illustrated pamphlet Sent In sealed 
envelope on receipt of 6 Cents poltage. Consultation free. 
Office hours. 9 A M. to 5 P. M. 
WOMEN suffering from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex 'should send for our .pedal circular explaining our Im-
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. 
AMERICAN GALVANIC CO., 
134 Madison, St., eMcRgo, nt., Rooms 1 11& II 
I LL/NOI!> STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, for the speciat p'reparation of teachen. The full coune. of study requires thrt!e years. Tuition (rll to those "ho 
pledge themselves 10 teach In the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hip.,Sclu>.1 D,;"rl",l1It offers the best adYlUltaccs 
for p,epanng for college or {or business. 'Tultion, 13<> ,Per, 
year. Gra",,,,ar Sdtlol D6partml1lt funuahes exi:ellen, 
facUlties for obtaining R good, practical education. TUitiODr 
"'5 per year. Prl",,,r,.D';a,.tml1lt, acharmlfl&p\ace for 
the "little folks." Term beilna Mareh 8,1880, ForPWtic:u- ' 
an addreu Edwin C. H~ett, l>re.ldent,NOriUl, m," fI 
, 
I OWA COLLBGll, GritafUlb »-. For.catal .. TJi:E BOOT 11& SONS MUSIC CO., CIiIoqo: " . etc., ~ ~,~Idont. u.o.F.Ma;OOIl1faD.D. [cia 
• I 
The ' Edu<;ational W e~klY" 
J'OR 
EXAM I If A T ION PUR P 0 S E S 
USE THE 
Acme ,Papers. 
, They are acknowledged by all teachers using them, to be . 
by far the best papers in the market for general school pur-
REVISED. IMPR9VED. ENLARGED. 
,THE MASON GRADED 
r robloIDs in ArilliIDotlc. 
CONSISTING OF 
1000 Problems on 1000 Separate Slips ofDnrable. 
Card Board in Neat Box, with Key, Price 
81. The Same in Sheets, 75 cellte. 
, POINTS. 
The Problems are classified into ten kind. and ten colon poses. . 
They are put up in very attractive style, and cost less than 
·uy other paper of equally ~ood writing quality and are as . 
well adapted to pen or pencil. . 
for convenience of reference. 
The card board is heavy and durable. 
The print!s clear. 
They ate much stronger than any other low price paper, 
and do Dot break or crack with use. 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GRE.A. TEST .IMPORTANCE 
they do not ,tire the Eye as white papers do, especially on 
night work, thus, in . a great degree (when generally used) ' 
tending to prevent the failing of the eyesight, that is so pre-
valent among American school children: and professional 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SUPPLYING 
PAPER FOR EXAMI1I;ATIONS, IN 
CA~LETTER, AND OTHER 
SIZES, 
,with or without printed heads, either hound in pads, or 
tahlets, or wrapped. 
Samples will be sent hy mail on allPlication. 
IS. R. WINOHELL &00., 
63 & ,ill> Washington St., Chioago. 
BOilOOL TEACHERS 
Ai", 
'S9H OOL BOARDS. 
DO YOU WANT TO BUY ANY 
BOOKS, STATIONE.RY, 
MAPS, GLOBES, DAIL} 
REGISTERS. BLACKBOARDS, 
CHARTS, CRA YtJNS, 
REFERENCE BOOKS, 
SCHOOL RECORD BOOKS, . 
DIS,TRICT RECORD BOOKS, 
DISTRICT TREASURER'S BOOKS, 
SCHOOL MOTTOES, LIQUID 
SLATINGt, CARDS, ERASERS, 
MINERALS, APPARATUS; 
Qr anythinll ~Ise for your own use or the use of your school r 
Are you gnong to have any PRINTING, BINDING, or 
ELECTRUTY PING done for your school? 
Does your Large Dictional'¥ need rebinding r 
If so, entrust your business to tbe' 
EDUCATIONAL PURCHASING AGENCY 
01 Chicago, who will give the lowest lig-uru, and the but 
tvorR, on the sllortest "oUel. 
·No charge for information on any of the above subjects 
Enclose a stamp for reply. Letters are answered the day ' 
tliey arc received. ·Prlce list sent on applic'!,tion. 
S. R, WINCHELL & CO., 
63 & 65 Washington St., Chicallo, III. 
A long needed Book for ScltoOZ Offl-, 
cers a74-d Teachersl · 
. , , 
'ft l:reatise on , the law 
of Public Schools. 
. ' - ( 
B:r FINLEY BURKE, 
(Counsellor-at-Law.) 
, , A Canale but comprehensive Treatise onUe General Law. 
, ./ relatin,g to Schools ,1n all the Stales, with referencl; to stat-
~ ~ , ~U tea and calCI. . 
T'FULL IND'EX AND 7AoJJLE 0,9 GASES CI7ED.~ 
Till. Book lias received the unqUailfied'endol'lCment ofsome 
or the mOil eminent educators and juris.ts of the country. 
nmo., bouiid in clo!h. P)'ice, poslpaid, 11.00. 
l'ublished by A.. 8. BARNES & CO., 
. III b' Ir3 Will",,,, St •• NftJI Y.". ... 
, . '~I';s6MIItiUtItISt., CM&ar... ' 
Tbe Problems are adapted to all grades~ver 300 being 
tii.fJicult for advanced pupils. . 
They are used now in 19 different states, 
A set Will last for years. 
With these the teacher will always be prepar,ed Wtth 
matenal fora review or an examination. 
The problems have been carefully .evised by teacher. 
and no pains .have been spared to make them perfect. 
They are THB things to enable the teacher to push tilose 
boys who are in school but a short t ;me and desire to make 
the greatest possible advancement in arithmetic. 
Order now and get the use of them during theentire year 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO.,. 
Educatiopal Publishers, Booksellers. and Printers, 
CHICAGO, ILL 
MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE MADE EASY. Prof. 
11. Rice's Magical In tant Music teaching Piano, Organ, 
and Guitar Charts, etc., .r.oo. Most rapid, correct system 
on earth. Agents wanted. Save the Adv't and ,~end (or 
Free music and terms to 243 State St., Chicago, III. Special 
ofTer and free lecture to earnest teachers, etc. 
S T MAR t' S SCHOOL,' K"oXTJille, JIIi"ois. A Boar"-lng SchOOL lor Girls; First-class throughout; · a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons In ,nearly even' city in the 
West. [If] C. W. LBFFINGWBLL, D.D., Rector. 
.RE eITA TION 
-AND-
Report Card Combz'ned. 
This is a very convenient device for handlin~ large classes, 
cal1mg on pupils at random without being oblill~d to think 
ofthe name beforehand, or giving the pupils any idea of who 
is to be called on, and at the same time, having the means 
of marking right in one's hand . Each class .hould be rep-
resented by a pack, and the packs may be of d,fferentcoloR. 
On the back is a monthly re~ort to parents. Price 50 Cll. 
per hundred, postpaid. Saloples sent on receipt of stamp. 
S. R . WINCHELL & Co. Chicago. 
Organ lor only $,50 cash, direct from factory, to Sabbath 
School~s, and clergymen A.t . cost, p.lain' walnut, 5 octave 
double reed, 7 stops. organ mcely finIShed, complete in every 
respect and warranted for five yean. -
. llEERLEBS OR<fAN ('~. , Port Colden, N.V, 
National School of 
ELOClfTION AND ORATORY, ' 
1416, and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
Courselln Elocution • . Cou'rse in Oratory. Lite~ Co~rse 
Fo!' public. speaken •. readers, teachers, ' and the generai 
student ofblgber Engh,sh •. F~ll term Qpens Oct. 4th 
7O"palle Catalogue on appl,calion. Address . • 
. ¢ R ... O: MOON, 8; cretary. 
. '1Il"2 A WEj!:K_ 812 a d~yJat home ,wily made; Costly 
fIJ'I . 0u(fit' free: Add"'l8 Tau" 8r eo , Augusta, MaiDe. 
'. 
[Number 174 
80f/00l EXEROl8E BOOK8. 
Made of BEST MANILA WlUTING P '\PER, 
bound in HEAVY ROPE PAPER COVERS,with , 
wire staples, and in all respects superior to any of. 
the cheap books in the market, and sold at the fol· 
lowing low prices: . 
. No. Size. No. Pages. List per ICO Books. 
8~X5~ 5" '5 00 
• 8~X5~ 100 10 00 
3 8~X5~ '50 15 00 
. . 4 8~X5~'00 -'0 00 
J1 6~x8 50 5 00 
12 6~x8 ' leo 10 00 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT ON 'LARGE ORDERS. 
, . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO" CWca&,o. 
I Arise Co Say 
"The 
only 
objection 
to your 
'COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is, we all want It. They suit all sizes, 
from the two_year·old baby to the champion member or the 
Fat Men's Club." 
Every chair made upon honor and Warrnnted Perfect. 
Prices range from 7S cents to $9 each. 
SpeCIal discount to Clergymen and Hote}s . Send for. Cat-
alog. Manufactured by ~ __ 
F. A. SlNCLAJ.B. Mottville, N. Y. 
HYGIENIC TEXT-BOOKS'. 
School and Industrial Hygiene • . By D. F . LINCOLN, 
M. D ., of iloston, Mass. lleing tbe concluding volume 
of the Series or AMBRICANHRALTH PRIMIRS. Now rearlYe 
Price, 50 cents. '-
, WilBon's Domestic Hyglene_ . .to. guide to Healthy Life 
and Healthy Homes. .Price, 81.50. " 
Bible Hygiene; or, Health Hints by a Phydcian. Price, 
t ·25 
ailed free upon rece~k~SL~Y BLAKISTON, 
PUBLISHER, BOOKSBLLER, AND IMPORTBR, 
101 2 Walnut St .• PHILADEJ!,l'l:I,IA 
THE 
Normal-Question Book_ 
Sells in spite of everything. 
Is said to have no equal. 
By many is pronounced the but. 
Is used in enry slate. 
Is just the. thin'g for examinations. 
Is well and handsomely bound. 
Sells to country teacbers on sight. 
Is a favorite with city teachers. 
Recommends itsell on sight. 
May be found: with every superintendent. 
Beats all otJiers in copies sold. 
Costs only $1.50 by mail. 
Will be sent promptly by 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Educational Publi>hers, Booksellers, and Printen, 
63 & 65 Washington St .• Chicago. 1lI. 
BOOK -KEE::J? ING-. , 
The attention of teachers is requested to a"ew Id,·tio. tV . 
FULTON & EASTMAN'S .' 
• . SINGLE AND DOUB~E ENTRY 
BOOK-KEEpING. 
For twenty years 'oo 'agency "'(ork whatever has been used 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenaCtty 
with which it bas retained its popularity while rival workS 
have been activelY and energetically pushed through agcnlS\ 
attests the hold Fulton & Eastman's Book-keeping has upon 
the good'opinion of educators. '" ' 
Over 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. 
S"inglc copies for examio'ation, with a view to introduction 
will be.sent by mail, postpaid, upon'recelpt of 6Q cents. an , 
...funset of blanks up~n receipt of 45 cents. 
'l'he 'priCe of the Text-Book i. oile dollar, and or,slz 
b~, 7,s'c;en~. ' . 
